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FOREWORD

The Old West Regional Commission wishes to express its appreciation for

this report to the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation,
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George D. McCarthy
Federal Cochairman
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P7C{,.ace

THE RIVER

The Yellowstone River Basin of southeastern Montana, northern Wyoming,

and western North Dakota encompasses approximately 180,000 km (71,000 square
miles), 92,200 (33,600) of them in Montana. Montana's portion of the basin

comprises 2U percent of the state's land; where the river crosses the border

into North Dakota, it carries about 8.8 million acre-feet of water per

year, 21 percent of the state's average annual outflow. The mainstem of the

Yellowstone rises in northwestern Wyoming and flows generally northeast to

its confluence with the Missouri River just east of the Montana-North Dakota

border; the river flows through Montana for about 550 of its 680 miles. The

major tributaries, the Boulder, Stillwater, Clarks Fork, Bighorn, Tongue,

and Powder rivers, all flow in a northerly direction. The western part of

the basin is part of the middle Rocky Mountains physiographic province;
the eastern section is located in the northern Great Plains (Rocky Mountain
Association of Geologists 1972).

THE CONFLICT

Historically, agriculture has been Montana's most important industry. In

1975 over 40 percent of the primary employment in Montana was provided by

agriculture (Montana Department of Community Affairs 1976). In 1973, a good

year for agriculture, the earnings of labor and proprietors involved in

agricultural production in the fourteen counties that approximate the

Yellowstone Basin were over $141 million, as opposed to $13 million for

mining and $55 million for manufacturing. Cash receipts for Montana's
agricultural products more than doubled from 1968 to 1973. Since that year,

receipts have declined because of unfavorable market conditions; some
improvement may be in sight, however. In 1970, over 75 percent of the
Yellowstone Basin's land was in agricultural use (State Conservation Needs
Committee 1970). Irrigated agriculture is the basin's largest water use,
consuming annually about 1.5 million acre-feet (af) of water (Montana DNRC
1977).

There is another industry in the Yellowstone Basin which, though, it con-
sumes little water now, may require more in the future, and that is the coal
development industry. In 1971, the North Central Power Study (North Central
Power Study Coordinating Committee 1971 identified 42 potential power plant
sites in the five-state (Montana, ' orth and South Dakota, Wyoming, and
Colorado) northern Great Plains region, 21 of them in (-tontana. These plants,
all to be fired by northern Great Plains coal, would generate 200,000 megawatts
(mw) of electricity, consume 3.4 million acre-feet per year (mmaf/y) of water,
and result in a large population increase. Administrative, economic, legal.



and technological considerations have kept most of these conversion facilities,
identified in the North Central Power Study as necessary for 1980, on the

drawing board or in the courtroom. There is now no chance of their being
completed by that date or even soon after, which will delay and diminish the

economic benefits some basin residents had expected as a result of coal
development. On the other hand, contracts have been signed for the mining
of large amounts of Montana coal, and applications have been approved not

only for new and expanded coal mines but also for Colstrip Units 3 and 4,

twin 700-mw, coal-fired, electric generating plants. And in July 1979 the

U.S. Department of Energy released a study concluding that 36 synthetic fuel

plants could be constructed in Montana; together, they would use 468,000
acre-feet of water annually.

In 1975, over 22 million tons of coal were mined in the state, up from

14 million in 1974, 11 million in 1973, and 1 million in 1969. Gy 1980, even
if no new contracts are entered, Montana's annual coal production will be

about 35 million tons. Coal reserves, estimated at over 50 billion economically
strippable tons (Montana Energy Advisory Council 1976), pose no serious con-

straint to the levels of development projected by this study, which range

from 186.7 to 462.8 million tons stripped in the basin annually by the year
2000. Strip mining itself involves little use of water. How important the

energy industry becomes as a water user in the basin will depend on: 1) how
much of the coal mined in Montana is exported, and by what means, and 2) by

what process and to what end product the remainder is converted within the

state. If conversion follows the patterns projected in this study, the

energy industry will use from 48,350 to 326,740 af of water annually by the

year 2000.

A third consumptive use of water, municipal use, is also bound to

increase as the basin population increases in response to increased employment
opportunities in agriculture and the energy industry.

Can the Yellowstone River satisfy all of these demands for her water?
Perhaps in the mainstem. But the tributary basins, especially the Bighorn,
Tongue, and Powder, have much smaller flows, and it is in those basins that

much of the increased agricultural and industrial water demand is expected.

Some impacts could occur even in the mainstem. VJhat would happen to

water guality after massive depletions? How would a change in water quality
affect existing and future agricultural, industrial, and municipal users?
What would happen to fish, furbearers, and migratory waterfowl that are
dependent on a certain level of instream flow? Would the river be as

attractive a place for recreation after dewatering?

One of the first manifestations of Montana's growing concern for water
in the Yellowstone Basin and elsewhere in the state was the passage of
significant legislation. The Water Use Act of 1973, which, among other
things, mandates the adjudication of all existing water rights and makes
possible the reservation of water for future beneficial use, was followed
by the Water Moratorium Act of 1974, which delayed action on major
applications for Yellowstone Basin water for three years. The moratorium,
by any standard a bold action, was prompted by a steadily increasing rush of

applications and filings for water (mostly for industrial use) which, in two

tributary basins to the Yellowstone, exceeded supply. The DNRC's intention

-2-



durinq the moratorium was to study the busin's water and related land

resources, as well as oxistinq and future need for the basin's water, so

that the state would be able to proceed wisely with the allocation of that

water. The study which resullcl in tlu . siTifs nf ri'cirt'; w.f. nnr nf ihi"

fruits of that intention.

THF STUDY

The Yellowstone Impact Study, conducted by the Water Hesourcos Division
of the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation and financed
by the Old West Regional Commission, was designed to evaluate the potential
physical, biological, and water use impacts of water withdrawals and water
development on the middle and lower reaches of the Yellowstone River Basin
in Montana. The study's plan of operation was to project three possible
levels of future agricultural, industrial, and municipal development in the
Yellowstone Basin and the streamflow depletions associated with that develop-
ment. Impacts on river morphology and water quality were then assessed,
and, finally, the impacts of altered streamflow, morphology, and water
quality on such factors as migratory birds, furbearers, recreation, and
existing water users were analyzed.

The study began in the fall of 1974. By its conclusion in December of
1976, the information generated by the study had already been used for a

number of moratorium-related projects—the EIS on reservations of water in
the Yellowstone Basin, for example (Montana DNRC 1976). The study resulted
in a final report summarizeing all aspects of the study and in eleven
specialized technical reports:

Report Mo. 1 Future Development Projections and Hydrologic Modeling in

the Yellowstone River Basin, Montana.

Report No. 2 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on the Hydrology and
Geomorphology of the Yellowstone River Basin, Montana.

Report No. 3 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on the Water Quality of
the Yellowstone River Basin, Montana.

Report No. U The Adequacy of Montana's Regulatory Framework for Water
Quality Control

Report No. 5 Aquatic Invertebrates of the Yellowstone River Basin,
Montana.

Report No. 6 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on Furbearing Mammals of
the Yellowstone River Basin, Montana.

Report No. 7 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on Migratory Birds of the
Yellowstone River Basin, Montana.
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Report No. 8 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on Fish of the
Yellowstone and Tongue Rivers, Montana.

Report No. 9 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on Existing Municipal
and Agricultural Users of the Yellowstone River Basin,
Montana.

Report No. 10 The Effect of Altered Streamflow on V/ater-Based Recreation
in the Yellowstone River Basin, Montana.

Report No. 11 The Economics of Altered Streamflow in the Yellowstone
River Basin, Montana.
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DFVELOPMENT PRIJJI rlliiNS

The principal objective of the Yellowstone Impact Study was to evaluate

potential environmental impacts resulting from future water development likely

to occur on the Yellowstone River. Achievement of this objective was handi-

capped throughout the study by two inherent problems. First, the Yellowstone,

because it is a free-flowing river, is not controllable. Researchers were

unable to alter the streamflows and observe changes. Thus, all studies had

to be made under the circumstances nature provided, which were less than

ideal for a low-flow study such as this—1975 was a year of record high flowu

and 1976 a year of moderate flows.

A second problem, a subject of this report, was the imperfect knowledge
of the magnitude and type of future water developments. The purpose of this

part of the Yellowstone Impact Study was to resolve that problem by projecting
future resource development and economic growth in the basin and the amount

of water that development would require. The material presented in this

report is basic to the entire study; the other ten technical reports project
the types and amounts of impact that would be expected in the Yellowstone
Basin if the water depletions projected in this report were to occur.

If major water developments occur, they are expected to be of two types:

agricultural and energy-industrial. (It was assumed that future agricultural
water use will be for irrigation.) Municipal water use, to be determined
by the two major types of development, will be one order of magnitude less.

Part I of this report projects the amount of development of each of these

three types that might occur in the basin and how much water would be re-

quired. Part II projects, through a computer simulation, what the streamflow
in the Yellowstone River and its major tributaries would be if the projected
amounts of water were withdrawn.

The projections made throughout this report are projections of what might
happen, based on particular assumptions; they are not predictions of what
will happen. The irrigation projections are uncertain because of the unknown
future of many factors, especially crop prices. The energy development pro-
jections are even more uncertain. Although the extent of the coal resource
is well known, the future demand for development of that resource is not,
and no attempt is made in this report to predict future demand for coal.
Rather, a high level of development is defined as the scenario that would
occur if the State of Montana were to actively promote coal development.

Regardless of the rigor of the prediction methodology, it must be based
on numerous assumptions that are plagued with uncertainty. Only one of
these assumptions may turn out to involve the controlling factor, but it is
impossible at this time to identify that factor, let alone the demand's

- 5



elasticity to that factor. Rather, this study assumed a "What if . •
?"

approach. If coal development occurs at the high level, what will be the
impacts of that level of development? If they are unacceptable, then the
state can attempt to constrain the development at a lower level through in-
stitutional means. If it is naive to assume that the state can and will
exert such control, then the whole exercise is fruitless.

BASIN DIVISION

To facilitate this study, the Yellowstone River Basin was divided
into the following nine subbasins :

1) The Upper Yellowstone Subbasin, which consists of the basins of the
Yellowstone mainstem from the Montana-Wyoming border to Laurel
(43B and 43QJ), the Shields River (43A), the Boulder River (43BJ),
Sweet Grass Creek (43BV), and the Stillwater River (43C);

2) The Clarks Fork Yellowstone Subbasin (43D);

3) The Billings Area Subbasin, which consists of the basins of the
Yellowstone River (43Q) and Pryor Creek (43E);

4) The Bighorn Subbasin, which includes the basins of the Bighorn (43P)
and Little Bighorn rivers (430);

5) The Mid-Yellowstone Subbasin, which consists of the basins of
Rosebud Creek (42A) and of the Yellowstone mainstem between the
confluences of the Bighorn and Yellowstone rivers (42KJ);

6) The Tongue Subbasin (42B and 42C);

7) The Kinsey Area Subbasin, the smallest of the nine subbasins con-
sidered in this study, which consists of the basin of the Yellow-
stone mainstem between the confluences of the Tongue and Yellowstone
rivers and the Powder and Yellowstone rivers (42K);

8) The Powder Subbasin, which includes the basins of the Powder (42J)
and Little Powder rivers (421); and

9) The Lower Yellowstone Subbasin, which consists of the basins of
O'Fallon Creek (42L) and of the Yellowstone mainstem from the
confluence of the Powder and Yellowstone rivers to the Montana-North
Dakota border (42M).

Figure 1 shows the nine subbasins with their boundaries. The subbasins
approximate the basins of the major tributaries of the Yellowstone River,
allowing each of the major tributaries to be modeled for the Yellowstone
Impact Study.

ifhe numbers in parentheses correspond to the basin numbers used to indi-
cate hydrologic basins in An Atlas of Water Resources in Montana by Hydrologic
Basins (MWRB 1970).

-6-
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The low-sulfur coal in southeastern l-lontana currently ia in dcmiind. Ihc

increasing world price of oil, decreasing domestic supplies of crude oil and

natural gas, and the goal of United Stater, energy self-sufficiency have

increased the market value of many domestic coal reserves, including
Montana's.

Averiet (1974) estimated that coal reserves in Moritann mi()ht he an

high as 440.6 billion tons of lignite, subbi turn i nous, and Ijituminous coal.

Estimates by the Bureau of Reclamation (USDl 1972) indicate that approxi-
mately 75 percent of this total lies within l,unu ft of the surface. The

Montana reserve is part of the vast Fort Union coal region (considered the

world's largest), which contains approximately 40 percent of the United
States coal reserve ( Montana Coal Task force 1973 ) and underlies parts of

western North Dakota, northwestern South Dakota, northeastern V^yoming,

southeastern Saskatchewan, and eastern Montana.

Strip mining is used to recover these coal reserves. Economically,
underground mining has a weak competitive position in Montana. Compared to

strip mining, capital requirements are higher for underground mining, and
productivity per miner is low. The actual cost of mining is, as a result,
far higher.

In the West, v/hether a coal deposit is strippable commonly is determined
according to the depth criteria in table 1. Matson (1974) estimated that
42.5 billion tons of strippable coal underlies eastern Montana. Figure 2

locates strippable coal reserves in the Montana portion of the Fort Union
coal region.

Table 1. Definition of r.trippable coal.

Thickness of Maximum Overburden
Strippable Beds (ft) Depth C ft

)

U - l(j - UJO

10-25 - 150

25-40 - 200

more than 40 - 250

SOURCE: Montana College of Mineral Science
and Technology 1973
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Because of the low cost of strip mininy, use of western coal reserves
for power and fuel is highly profitable for mininq companies. There are
three major markets expected to buy Montana coal from the companies:
1) power-plant operators in the South, Midwest, and Pacific Northwest; 2) pro-

ducers of synthetic fuels from coal at mine-mouth conversion facilities, and

3) power-plant operators at mine-mouth plants in Montana. This report does
not attempt to estimate exactly the demand these three markets might generate
for southeastern Montana coal, but postulates certain quantitative increases
in production as the general response to demand for energy.

METHODS

This study develops coal-production projections for energy development
in Montana's portion of the Yellowstone River Basin. Three levels of develop-
ment are postulated for five consuming sectors of the national economy:
household and commercial, industrial, electrical generation, synthetic fuel,

and export for processing or consumption elsewhere. The projections span
the years 1975 through 2000. The intent is not to predict the future but
rather to present alternative futures (levels of development) in coal pro-
duction.

After postulating levels of coal development, the study calculated
industrial water use requirements to aid in determining the potential impacts
of altered streamflows on existing consumers of water and on recreation,
water quality, the ecosystem, and the economy (see reports 2 through 11 in

this series).

PREVIOUS PROJECTIONS

A number of private organizations and government agencies have projected
coal production and related economic development in Montana. A few of those
studies are identified below.

1) The Federal Energy Administration's Project Independence Report
(1974) constructed a model of supply and demand for coal in the
Northern Great Plains. Because the assumptions on which the
model is based are unknown, comparison or use of the reported
data is difficult.

2) A Northern Great Plains Resource Program (NGPRP) work group issued a na-

tional report on regional energy considerations in 1974, which
presented a series of coal-development projections for the NGPRP.
Some of those projections are used extensively in this report and

are discussed where applicable. The NGPRP is intergovernmental
and involves the states of the Northern Great Plains region
(Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska) and
three federal agencies (Environmental Protection Agency, Department
of the Interior, and Department of Agriculture) with responsibilities
for problems that might arise from coal and energy development in

the region.

•12-
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Because of the low cost of strip mining, use of western coal reserves
for power and fuel is highly profitable for mining companies. There are

three major markets expected to buy Montana coal from the companies:
1) power-plant operators in the South, Midwest, and Pacific Northwest; 2) pro-

ducers of synthetic fuels from coal at mine-mouth conversion facilities, and

3) power-plant operators at mine-mouth plants in Montana. This report does
not attempt to estimate exactly the demand these three markets might generate
for southeastern Montana coal, but postulates certain quantitative increases
in production as the general response to demand for energy.

METHODS

This study develops coal-production projections for energy development
in Montana's portion of the Yellowstone River Basin. Three levels of develop-
ment are postulated for five consuming sectors of the national economy:
household and commercial, industrial, electrical generation, synthetic fuel,

and export for processing or consumption elsewhere. The projections span
the years 1975 through 2000. The intent is not to predict the future but
rather to present alternative futures (levels of development) in coal pro-
duction.

After postulating levels of coal development, the study calculated
industrial water use requirements to aid in determining the potential impacts
of altered streamflows on existing consumers of water and on recreation,
water quality, the ecosystem, and the economy (see reports 2 through 11 in

this series).

PREVIOUS PROJECTIONS

A number of private organizations and government agencies have projected
coal production and related economic development in Montana. A few of those
studies are identified below.

1) The Federal Energy Administration's Project Independence Report
(1974) constructed a model of supply and demand for coal in the
Northern Great Plains. Because the assumptions on which the

model is based are unknown, comparison or use of the reported
data is difficult.

2) A Northern Great Plains Resource Program (NGPRP) work group issued a na-

tional report on regional energy considerations in 1974, which
presented a series of coal-development projections for the NGPRP.
Some of those projections are used extensively in this report and
are discussed where applicable. The NGPRP is intergovernmental
and involves the states of the Northern Great Plains region
(Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska) and
three federal agencies (Environmental Protection Agency, Department
of the Interior, and Department of Agriculture) with responsibilities
for problems that might arise from coal and energy development in
the region.

-12-
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3) The Montana University Coal Demand Study (MUCOS) report entitled

Pr, ' • ' V '' (....• 1.1...... ''.
ii Hinintj nnd Enercjy Con -

^i
"

. . idprtnl (loi.t.ituJ Tor NIorllx'rn

GrtMt nains ,r:,ciui I I- i i uni ,iui lu.ii ,i:.;.iii. luted wiLli two primury

facilities—electric generation and synthetic natural gua. The

HUCDS attompted to (1) identify what factors will influence NGP

coal development, (2) indicate the key variables determining de-

velopment, and (3) establish quantitatively how the levels of

development would be altered if the variables were to change.

The MUCDS projections for synthetic natural gas production are

reflected in the projections of the Yellowstone Impact Study.

4) In September 1975, the Missouri River Basin Commission began the

Yellowstone Level B Study, a two-year planning study to develop

general information on water and related land resources in the

Yellowstone River Basin and adjacent coal areas. The Commission

hired the Harza Engineering Company to develop three alternative

coal-mining and energy-conversion levels for the years 1985 and

2000 reflecting demand and supply of energy nationally and within

the Yellowstone Basin.

ENERGY-DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

This report incorporates many of the aforementioned coal development

estimates to provide a fresh and realistic estimate of potential levels of

coal and energy development in southeastern Montana and the rest of the

Yellowstone Basin. As with any projection on this subject, predicting the

levels of development is speculation because of the major unknowns— future

demand and cost for coal, and the extent that public policy will allow coal

development to proceed.

Because the number of possible alternative futures is great, this study

chose three possibilities that might arise from the influences on coal de-

velopment in the Yellowstone River Basin. Two of these— low and high levels

of development—were chosen to represent limited development and highly

advanced development of coal resources. An intermediate alternative fills

the gap between the low-level and the advanced-development alternatives.

A fourth and lowest alternative—gradually rising coal production to

1980 and practically stable production thereafter—was examined (see tables

2 and 3), but it is not considered to be a practical possibility in view

of the pressures tending to encourage coal development in the United States.

Only if alternative sources of energy (such as the sun) or energy conservation

prove to be more economically attractive than coal conversion is there likely

to be any such leveling off of f-tontana coal production within a decade.

For this study, a gradual rise in coal production is assumed to be inevitable

in view of existing coal sales contracts signed by six companies operating in

the Yellowstone River Basin.

Alternative levels of development presented here are based on data

from the l-lontana Energy Advisory Council (1974). Existing data were sup-

plemented and updated in response to more recent production figures. Coal
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production is given in million short tons (mmt) unless noted otherwise. (A

short ton is equal to 2,000 pounds.)

Table 2 displays estimates of coal production for 1975 and 1980 based
on existing coal sales contracts signed by the six companies. The coal
production tonnages have been reassembled according to two uses: electrical
generation in southeastern Montana and export out of Montana. Most coal
mined in Montana until 1980 under existing contracts will be shipped out
of state for use by Midwestern and Southern utilities in electrical generation.

Table 2. Coal production in 1975 and 1980 in the Yellowstone Basin based on
roal sales contract:; fmmt K

Coal for Electrical Generation in Montana



Synthetic-fuel facilities could become part of the f-lontana stabilized
coal -product ion alternative in the year 2000. In meetincj the cjap between
supply and demand for nas, it might be necessary to construct a synthetic
gas plant capable of producing 250 million standard cubic feet per day
(mmcf/d). It would coruiume approximately 7.6 nimt of coal per year. The

product of stabilized coal production during the remaining years of the

century would be consumed in the five major coal -consuming sectors of the

national economy as indicated in table 3. In this and ail other alternatives,
consumption in the household-commercial and industrial sectors is insignifi-
cant after 1973 in comparison with the other consuming sectors.

Table 3. Stabili/ed coal production in (ho Ycl lowstnno River Basin

Consuming Sector



Planned coal production by company, mine, and year (mmt

Company
and



the Yellowstone Basin only) yields a complete projection of coal production
to meet low-level consumption demands through the end of the century. It

is presented in table 5.

The Yellowstone Impact Study focused in particular on the years 1980,
1985, and 2000. Under the low-level development ansumptiona, there would
be 66 mmt mined for export in 1980; 11^ mmt in 1985; and 171 mmt mined for

export in 2000.

Electrical generation facilities are projected to consume 4.0 mmt of
coal basin-wide in 1985 and 8.0 mmt in the year 2000. Another 7.6 mmt is

expected to be consumed by the single coal gasification plant envisioned
to be in operation by the end of the century under the assumptions of low-
level development. Table 6 indicates that, through 1985, only the Mid-
Yellowstone Subbasin would have energy conversion facilities. By 2000, the
Tongue Subbasin would have a 500-mw electrical generating plant.

Table 5. Coal production in the Yellowstone Basin under low-Irvol
i)m pl(i()mofit (mmt'.

Consuming Sector



Tnhip 6, location of ronl conversion faciliticR ttirou(]h the year 2000,

low-level drvelo()inrril



Tabic 7. Coal tonnage locntion hy Ycllowntono River subbnninfj, low -level

dovclopmont, 1980, 190^, 2000 (nvnt/y)

Subbiis ins

I Ifct r ir

Gefioralion Gasification Syncrudc Tortili/cr xport' lr)tal

r'ni

Tongue



INTERMEDIATE LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT

The study assumes that under intermediate-level development coal
production and energy development will occur midway between the projections
for low and high levels of development. The intermediate level of development
may or may not be the most likely projection and should be regarded simply as

one possibility within the defined range for future coal and energy develop-
ment.

Coal tonnages that would be mined through the end of the century under
assumptions for intermediate-level development are displayed in table 8.

The amounts of coal used by the consuming sectors in 1975 are based on data
in table 2 on long-term coal contracts. Each estimate for electrical
generation, synthetic fuel, or export for 1980, 1985, or 2000 in table 8 is

the mean between the low and high levels of development. The study assumes
that under intermediate-level coal development, 20 percent of coal exports
will be by slurry pipeline by the year 2000.

Table 9 indicates that under intermediate level development, only the
Mid-Yellowstone Subbasin would have energy conversion facilities in 1980
and 1985. The trend would be toward gradual additions to the mine-mouth
electrical generation capacity of the Mid-Yellowstone Subbasin, with three
1,000-mw generating plants and one 250-mmcf/d synthetic gas plant likely by
the year 2000. By that time, there would also be two 1000-mw electrical
generating plants in the Tongue River subbasin and one in the Powder River
subbasin.

Table 10 shows coal production by subbasin during the remaining years
of the century under the intermediate-level development projections The

production figures shown in table 8 appear in the basin-wide totals for each
of the consumptive uses shown in the table—electrical generation, gasifica-
tion, production of synthetic crude oil and fertilizer, and exports. By

the year 2000, under the assumptions of intermediate-level coal development
in the Yellowstone Basin, 20 percent of coal exports would be by slurry
pipeline (see "Export" column, table 10).

HIGH LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT

The high-level of development estimate shows the extent to which
development of Yellowstone River Basin coal reserves would be pursued if

coal were used to fuel U.S. energy self-sufficiency and if its substitutes

—

energy conservation, oil, natural gas, nuclear power, and alternative energy
sources—were unable to supply substantial shares. Table 11 shows coal
production tonnage to meet demand under high-level development.
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until the year 2000. Two such plants are projected. The Stanford Research
Institute (197^) has estimated that one synthetic crude oil facility producing
100,000 barrels of crude per day would require 18 mmt of coal per year.

That amount is more than twice the quantity that would be consumed by a

synthetic natural gas plant of 250 mmcfd capacity.

One fertilizer plant is projected for southeastern Montana by the
year 2000 under high-level development. The present status of technology
makes development possibilities slim. The Koppers' Totzek process seems
to be the most feasible conversion process at this time and would require
a maximum of 3.5 mmt of coal per year to produce 2,300 tons of fertilizer
per day (t/d).

The export of coal in the year 2000 under high-level development is

projected to reach 368.5 mmt. This quantity was derived from the NGPRP's
high-development projection plus a ^0 percent increase to account for the
use of slurry pipelines.

Table 12 shows the location by subbasin of the coal-based electrical
generation, synthetic gas, liquefaction, and fertilizer production plants
forecast under the assumptions of high-level development.

Table 13 shows coal production by subbasin during the remaining years
of the century under high-level development. The production figures shown
in table 11 appear in the basin-wide totals for each of the consumptive uses
shown in the tables—electrical generation, gasification, production of
synthetic crude oil and fertilizer—plus exports. Under the assumptions of
high-level coal development in the Yellowstone Basin, exports of coal by
slurry pipeline would be 20 percent of coal exports by 1980 and 40 percent
by 2000 (see export column, table 13).

SUMMARY OF LEVELS OF DEVELOPMENT

A gradual rise in coal production to 1980 at least is practically
inevitable based on the demand for coal represented in existing coal sales
contracts. Low-level development projections reflect the existing situation
plus the added demand of planned coal-for-export sales contracts. (The pro-
jected low-level demand for coal is similar to the intermediate coal
development profile of the Northern Great Plains Resource Program (1974b).)
High-level development is a projection of coal production based on assumptions
about U.S. energy use under a policy of national self-sufficiency and a

reliance on coal rather than energy conservation, alternative energy sources,
oil, natural gas, and nuclear power. (An implicit assumption is that the coal
would be produced in western strip mines rather than eastern underground
mines.) Under high-level development, coal production tonnages could reach
the totals indicated in table 14. Intermediate-level development projections
represent means between the low and high levels of development. As far as
we know, no one of the three development levels is more probable than the
others.

Figure 3 presents a graph of coal production in the Yellowstone River
Basin for the three levels of development during the remaining years of the
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Tabic 12. Location of coal conversion facilities through the year 2000,
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Table 1^. ("mil production for cofviuniption under three levels uf development

,

Yellowstone River RoHin, through the year 2000 (mmt/y)

Contujmun)

Sector
low

Levi'l

Intel iMcdiatf

tevel

lhi|h

li-vcl
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Figure 3. Base, low, intermediate and hiqh alternative

futures for coal production in the Yellowstone River Basin.
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century. It is obvious from the graph that the J will be a signifi-
cant turning point for questions of public policy usiiULauted with coal devel-
opment .

Until 1980, under all throe development assumptions, only the Mid-
Yellowstone Subbasin would have energy conversion facilities— the equivalent
of one l,l)00-mw power plant. By 1985, under intermediate or high-level
development, the Mid-Yellowstone would have two 1,000-mw power plants.

Table 15 illustrates the situation by the end of the century. With
low-level development, there would be a total of 2000 mw of electrical
generation in the Mid-Yellowstone and Tongue Subbasins, and there would be

one 250-mmcf/d synthetic gas plant in the Mid-Yellowstone. With intermediate-
level development, there would be 6,000 mw of electrical generation facilities:
half of it in the Mid-Yellowstone, 2,000 mw in the Tongue, and 1,000 mw in the
Powder. The Mid-Yellowstone would have one synthetic gas plant.

With high-level development, the addition of a 1,000-mw power plant in

the Bighorn Subbasin would bring to four the total of subbasins with energy
conversion plants. The Tongue Subbasin would have yet another power plant
under high-level development, for a basin total of 3,000 mw, and would
contain a 250-mmcf/d synthetic gas plant and a 100,000-b/d synthetic crude
oil plant as well. The Mid-Yellowstone Subbasin would have one synthetic
crude oil plant and two synthetic gas plants in addition to its power plants.
The Lower Yellowstone Subbasin also would enter the picture with a 2,300-t/d
fertilizer plant. Four subbasins would remain unaffected by direct impacts
of energy facilities under high-level development even in the year 2000;
Upper Yellowstone, Billings Area, Clarks Fork Yellowstone, and Kinsey Area.

WATER USE ASSOCIATED WITH
PROJECTED ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

Annual water and coal consumption requirements for the conversion
plants envisioned have been calculated (see table 16). Using the water-
use information in table 16 and information on the expected numbers of
energy conversion facilities in each subbasin, a comprehensive picture of
water use by subbasin for the years 1980, 1985, and 2000 is presented in
tables 17, 18, and 19. The basin-wide totals for all uses in 1980, 1985,
and 2000 are 18,770, 61,995, and 321,175 af/y, respectively, under high-
level development.
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Table 16. Annual wator and coal rotjuirenionta for coal proii'iuiea

Procos;.



Table 17. Water use in coal mining and electrical generation by 1980 by subbasin

''I'lh-Ki'- i fi i iec;.
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Mining
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LOW-LEVEL DEVELOPMENI
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Table 18. Water use in coal mining, transportation and conversion prurrMr.en by
19B3 by r.ubbar-.in (af/y)

Subbasin Llec.
Generation

blurrv
Export

btrip
Mining

lotitl

lOW-ll VI L DrVllOPMfNl

Toncjuo

Mid-Ycl lowstonr
Powder
Bighorn

TOTAL

IS.OUU

II



Table 19. Water use in coril minimi, transportation nnd conversion processes by
•I 1(1(1 by subbnr.in ' iif 'y

Subbasin

INCREASE IN DEPLETION
Elec. Gasifi- Syn- Ferti-

Oeneration cation crude lizer
Slurry, Strip
Export Mining Total

LOW-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT

Bighorn



^lojcctioH^ ol iiicc^atcd acpicuCtuic

The use of irrigated aqriculturc in the Yellowstone Baain has been

increasing for the past few years, possibly reversing (at least temporarily)

a long-term downward trend, forecasting the extent of further expansion

of irrigated agriculture to the year 2000 is complicated. General economic

conditions, federal import and export policies, and world eating habitr,

greatly affect crop prices, hteny agricultural products cjrown in the

through irrigation methods are used for the production of beef, which

a highly variable market. Farmer preferences and peer influences are

significant but unpredictable in determining whether a farmer will decide

to expand irrigation. Finally, adeguate land and an accessible water supply

are necessary. This study considers water and land availability and

economic constraints in projecting the amount of irrigation in the Yellowstone

Basin through the year 2000.

Previous studies of irrigated agriculture illustrate a range of

approaches to these problems. Some of these studies forecast future develop-
ment, and others analyze specific projects or geographical areas for

irrigation feasibility. The OBERS Series C projections (U.S. Water Resources

Council 1972) were based on estimates of anticipated supply and demand and

historical trends. However, because irrigated agriculture has been
declining until recently, the OBERS study predicted only small increases in

Montana's irrigated acreage to meet anticipated national demand in the year

2020. It became obvious that OBERS study predictions were wrong when the

projections for 2020 were surpassed in 1974. So DNRC developed new pro-

jections based on the OBERS red meat projections (Montana DNRC 1976).

Neither of these studies considered the availability of suitable land or

the economic limitations of irrigated agriculture. The study reported here
takes these factors into account.

The Bureau of Reclamation (USBR 1955, 1959, 1963, 1971, 1972) has
conducted irrigation studies in several areas of the Yellowstone Basin.
Information is available for the Powder, Tongue, and Bighorn rivers, and for

several projects along the mainstem of the Yellowstone. The economic
analysis of these projects was updated for the Yellowstone Level B Study.
A single-purpose irrigation study used in its original form (Frederiksen
1976) analyzed additional projects for inclusion in the Level B Study. Both
of these studies considered large projects only and either explicitly or
implicitly assumed there would be a cooperative effort to build and operate
them. However, recent irrigation development in the basin has occurred
primarily through private development with little or no cooperation among
farmers to coordinate the installation of water-delivery systems; therefore,
this study analyzes irrigation development in the Yellowstone Basin by
postulating a collection of individual developments rather than cooperative
projects.
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Mr T MODS

The objective of this study is to provide agricultural water-demand
projections for a hydrologic model of the Yellowstone River Basin. Data
were gathered and analyzed to provide general information on water demand,
rather than identification of any specific development project. Three
classes of information were used to identify potential water demand: 1) identi-
fication of irrigable land, 2) calculation of irrigation costs, and 3) analysis
of the ability to pay these costs based on farm budgets.

IDENTIFICATION OF IRRIGABLE LAND

By systematically appraising soil, relief, and climate, parcels
of land may be classified based on their suitability for irrigation. Land
classification surveys made by the Water Resources Division, DNRC, were
designed to investigate the theoretical potential of the land in the Yellow-
stone Basin to sustain irrigated farming. The term "irrigable land," as

used here, denotes land with soils, topography, and drainage features
appropriate for irrigation by either .gravity or sprinkler methods. Such land
is divided into classes on the basis of its relative potential for irrigated
farming. Class 1 irrigable land has potentially high productive value;
class 2 irrigable land has intermediate value, and class 3 irrigable land
has the lowest suitability for irrigation among the classes. To perform
the classification process for the Yellowstone River Basin, broad assumptions
were necessary in areas where little soil information was available; conse-
guently, this survey should not be considered adequate for detailed plans.
Table 20 lists the classification criteria.

The land classification survey identified 2,200,000 acres of
irrigable land in the basin. However, the survey considered neither
water availability nor economic limitations of potential irrigation
systems. For this study, water was considered to be available only from
the Yellowstone River and its four main tributaries in Montana (Clarks Fork,
Bighorn, Tongue, and Powder). Preliminary economic limitations were defined
by using calculations from first drafts of the farm-budgets and water-
delivery analyses. These preliminary calculations helped define potentially
irrigable land as that no more than 3 mi from the river and no more than
450 ft above the river. Hence the total of potentially irrigable land was
reduced to 440,000 acres. That land was divided into categories according
to lift (50-ft increments), and pipeline length (h-mi increments) for each
subbasin (table 21). Irrigation costs were calculated for each category.

CALCULATION OF IRRIGATION COSTS

In this study irrigation costs were divided into water-delivery
costs and water-application costs. Water-delivery cost was defined as the
total cost of pumping water from the river to the point of application.
Water-application cost was defined as the cost of owning and operating a

center-pivot sprinkler system.
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Water Delivory Costs

The cost of deliverinq water to the form ii.
,

:it, diutunrr,
and amount of water delivered. Because of the large si/e of the study area
and limitations of data, planr> could tmt tic tiilninl fur individual farm
sizes, irrigation layouts, and i al assumptions
and generalizations wen* :i.uli-.

A hypothetical 3. •
i all calculations.

Water would be diverted at the rate of 1 cts/bU acres \.b.U cfo/farm). Crop
water requirements were set at 2.84 acre-feet /acre, including a 65 percent
irrigation efficiency factor (USDA 1974). Therefore, the annual water re-
guirement for the 320-acre farm would be 908 acre- feet. We assumed that the
pumps would be electric and would reguire 1,717 hours of operation per year.
The cost of electricity was assumed Id Im S.ni/UWf).

Using the foregoing assumption , nputer program was used to calculate
the annual cost of delivering water to the farm. All equations and cost

factors were provided by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), and wero
updated to January 1976 prices.

The initial investment for vertical pumps was determined from the equation:

C = (QI)(6.10TDH + 600)

where: C = cost of pumps ($)

Q = flow rate (6.4 cfs)

I : Cost index factor (2.09)

TDH = Total dynamic head

Total dynamic head equals static lift plus friction loss. Static
lift was divided into 50-ft increments from 50 to 450 ft, and friction loss
was computed using the Chezy-Manning formula with a roughness coefficient of
n = 0.010.

Friction loss = V^n^L/2.22R^*-^-^

where: V = velocity (6.4cfs/area of pipe)

n = flannings coefficient (0.010)

L = pipe length

R = hydraulic raidus (pipe diameter/4)

The total investment in pumps, housing, electrical panels, and installa-
tion was assumed to be four times the cost of the pumps (USBR cost analyses).

The initial cost of the pipe was provided by the USBR (tables 22 and 23),
and excavation costs were determined from the equation:
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Excavation cost = 3 WDL/27

where: W = width (twice the pipe diameter in ft)

D = depth (6 ft plus pipe diameter)

L = pipe length

Annual investment costs were obtained by amortizing the initial invest-

ment of pumps and pipe over 10 years at 10?o interest, using a capital re-

covery factor of 0.16275.

Annual operation costs were calculated from the equation:

Operation cost = (1.8Q"^'^)(TDH) '^^C T/168) '^^(l.ZW^ + I^)

where: Q = flow rate (6.4 cfs)

TDH = total dynamic head

T = operation time (1,717 hours)

W = workers wages ($5.83/hour)
c

I = costs index factor (1.87)
c

Maintenance costs were calculated from the equation:

Maintenance cost = (2Q*-^^
) (TDH) "^"^(af

)

'^-^(CAgW + I )
c w

where: Q = flow rate (6.4 cfs)

TDH = total dynamic head

af = water pumped (908 acre-feet/year)

W = workers wages ($5.83/hour)

I = cost index (1.87)
w

Finally, electricity costs were calculated from the equation:

C = (UQT)(TDH)/8.8E

where: U = electricity cost/kWh ($.Ol/k\Vh)

Q = flow rate (6.4 cfs)

T = time of operation (1,717 hours)

TDH = total dynamic head

E = pump efficiency factor (.7)
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Thp total nnouni costs of operation, maintunonci', and c

wore added to the amort i/ed coat of the pumps and ()ipe. All calculations
were repeated for each pipe size, and the moat economical system was

selected. Water delivery coats were then calculated for each lift af»d dis-

tance cntofjorv. and are displayed in table 2U,

Coiurct t" (M()f i-()st;; !$'f't



Table 2^. Annual water-del ivpry costs ($/acre)



FARM BUDGETS AND THE ABILITY TO PAY FOR IRRIGATION

The potential for eypandinq irrigated land, of course, dfV'*rKl" honvlly
on returns that can be - m the inv(?;jtm«?nt . For ouch ,

'

hud()ot:i were prrpnrffl !• !nrn! rroppintj pnt tcrfi . T'

eluded the '
. ami ii' up uiu-

duction, pi. (I farm j i ce, and

repair of buildiiKjb and fences. Beciiuiiu Lhu L>udt|ulu iucluiluil .ii 1 coutn
associated with an irrigated farm (except water delivery and uppl imMnn^
including payti.ents to the farmer for his labor, management, and r

profit after sale of the i^^igate<^ crops was assumed to he avail;i:

for irrigation.

Historical records (hVsntann Department of Agriculture 19^6-7^) wore used
to develop cropping patterns for each subbasin. All crops prnrlurfri in each

area were placed into one of four categories. Sugar beets r<- ' ill

high-value cash crops such as beets or dry beans. Barley repi ''
grain crops, alfalfa represented all hay, and corn silage reprubbMLeti

crops including ensiled hay and beet tops.

All calculations were based on the hypothetical 320-acre farm because
data were readily available from the USBR for that size of operation. The

farmstead, roads, ditches, and wasteland accounted for 18 acres (5.6 percent);
the remaining 302 acres were assumed to be available for crop production.
For convenience, costs and revenues were divided into four categories: fixed
costs, variable costs, revenues, and perquisites.

Fixed Costs

fixed costs included those incurred regardless of the acreage planted to

a particular crop. Depreciation, repair, taxes, and invcstf^ent ;ire all fixed

costs; they are listed in table 26. Depreciation was calculated on all

buildings, machinery. and jquipment using a 6.5 percent sinking fund factor

over the expected life of the item. Repair costs were assumed to be 2 percent
of the value of buildings and improvements, and 2.5 percent on machinery and

equipment. A 7.1 percent return was calculated on all investments.

Taxes were assumed to be levied against 30 percent of the assessed value
on land and buildings and 20 percent on machinery and equipment. The assess-
ed value of an acre of irrigated land was assumed to be $A8.00. Buildings
and improvements were assumed to be assessed at 40 percent, and machinery
and equipment at 50 percent of their average values. The mill levy in the
Yellowstone Basin was assumed to average 160 mills.

Depreciation and repair costs for automobiles and trucks, based on
mileage estimates, are shown in table 27. Fixed costs for insurance,
telephone, and electricity also are included in table 27.
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Table 26. Inventory of buildings, machinery and equipment; investment, repair,

i)('prpci;it Kin, iuu\ ta\p;3 for .1 hy()i)lhpt iral 52(1-ricro farm



Inl)lc 27. tliacol lanoouu fixod roritt! for a liypothi-t icul 32U-iur(> (arm

Iter'



T.ibln 2'^. Varirihlo costr, per irrin.ited aero by crop

I torn

Amount
Used

Cost/Unit

($)

Total Cost

($)

'UIHAR RCrT'

Fertilizer: \
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Variable Costa

In addition to the Tixed costs associated with the Tann enterprise, many costs,

such as fertili/or, seed, labor, and tractor use, vary with the crop type

and acreage ()rown. Tabic 29 lists these variable costs per acre for a

hypothetical farm. All costs were tailored to a specific crop and an

anticipated yield under irrigation, fertili/er use was based on the amount

needed to produce the expected yield. Tractor costs were includ. ' ruiblo

costs primarily because of the format of available data.

Revenues

Table Mi lists irrujatod-crop production and oalea per ucre. Ixpocted

yields assume better-than-averaqc management skills and reflect amounts of

labor, fertilizer, and chemical sprays used to ensure good crop growth.

Sales prices were based on Water Resources Council price standards (U.S.

Water Resources Council 1975). Prices for silage (corn and beet tops) were

based on Water Resources Council hay prices and adjusted to reflect nutrient

content.

Table 30. Irriqated-crop production and sales per acre

Crop Nirld !)ales I'r ice/Unit Total Revenue
per acre

Sugar Ueets
Beets
Tops

CROP TOTAL

21 tons
10.5 tons

$34.97
18.73

$734
197

931

Corn Silage

Alfalfa

21 tons

5 tons

18.73

44.59

393

223

Barley
Grain
Straw

CROP TOTAL

74 bushels
16 tons

1.90
2.68

140
43
183

An allowance for the farmer's management skills was included in all

budgets. This allowance amounted to 10 percent of the net profit, and was
calculated by reducing the absolute value of all costs and profits by 10

percent. Table 31 summarizes all costs and returns and calculates the

management allowance.
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Irricjntion Feaailjility

The Tarm budgets prepared for each subbasin wero baaed on cropping
patterns listed in table 32. Variable contu and revenues were multiplied by
the acres of each irrigated crop and combifu»d with fixed costs of farming
(except for the cost of water application syutoma) to obtain the figureu shown
in table 33. Then irrigation payment capacities were calculated per acre, and
application-system costs (listed in table 2b as $66/acre) were subtracted from
that amount to determine the landowner's capacity to pay for water-delivery
systems (table 34). This per acre capacity to pay for pumping was compared
with pumping costs per acre to determine the maximum pumjiing distance for
each subbasin (table 35). Finally, the pumping distances were compared with
the 460,000 acres of potentially irrigable land in the basin (table 21) to
determine the total feasibly irrigable acreage. Table 36 displays the results
in acres by subbasin— 237,472 acres basin-wide; approximately 80 percent is
within .5 mi of the water source and less than 50 feet iibove it.

Table 32. Cropping patterns by subbasin, 320-acrp farm



Intermediate-level development would irrigate a total of 138,310 acres
and deplete the basin's water supply by over 316,000 af/y.

High-level development would irrigate the entire 237,480 acres of
feasibly irrigable land and cause depletion of nearly 475,000 af/y.
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Table 37. The increase in water depletion for irrigated agriculture by
2000 by nubhnKin

Subbiuiiri
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Communities in southeastern Montana will demand more water if population
increases accompany energy development. (Municipal population growth in

the Yellowstone River Basin presumably would be unaffected by agricultural
development, such as expanded irrigation.) The method used to project popu-
lation increases due to energy development relied on the Montana Futures
Process (MFP), developed by the Montana Department of Community Affairs. MFP
simulates projected economic and demographic conditions. The economic calcula-
tion combines economic bases and several assumptions to simulate employment
levels bv industrial sectors in labor market areas (LMA5). The demographic
calculation simulates population levels from a combination of the simulated
labor-force participation rates.

MONTANA FUTURES PROCESS

Although MFP can be used to estimate population levels for the 14 Labor
Market Areas (LMA5), it is not designed to project population changes at

the municipal level. The estimated labor-market population levels therefore
had to be allocated among municipalities and communities in each labor market.
This allocation was made according to informed judgments concerning likely
spatial development of the new population based on historical trade patterns
in each labor market area.

MFP combines trends in employment and economic exports to avoid simulation
of the effects of external economic changes while accounting for the region's
population and employment baselines. The direct and indirect effects on
employment of hypothesized developments are merged with long-term employment
trends to yield simulated employment levels. These simulated employment
levels are transformed into simulated population levels using employment and
population multipliers assumed in the demographic calculation. The structure
of the system is depicted in figure k.

Hypothesized
development

.

I'jontana I/O Simulated Demographic Simulated
tlodel *- employment —>• submodel ^population

level level

Employment'
base trends

Figure k. Montana Futures Process simulation-model structure.
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ECONOMIC CALCULATION

Tho economic calculation is based on employment trends of twenty-eiqht
emploympnt sectors (two for each LMA) at tho olute and LMA levels (fitjure 5).

tho LMA data wore produced by (jroupinq county employment data from 1969 to

1973 (U.S. Departmont of Commerce 197^) at the LMA level. Because of the

short length of this series at the LMA level, the longer 1963-7^ state-level
series (Montana Department of Labor and Industry 197'> i! to produce
long-term projections for the LMAs.

The economic calculation relied on secondary data (U.S. Department of

Commerce 1972, 1974, 1975a, 1975b) to analyze employment linkages (throuf)h

an input-output model) in the state. Because this project was concerned with
employment changes rather than industrial output changes, the input-output

(I/O) matrix, which is usually formulated in terms of outputs, was transformed

into employment terms. This transformation was based on output and employment
ratios for Montana weighted by productivity projections from the Bureau of

Labor Statistics (U.S. Department of Labor 1975).

Because the I/O matrix was constructed at the state level, it was

necessary to allocate state-wide employment changes associated with a

specific energy development level to 14 LMAs. The allocation of secondary
employment (i.e., jobs resulting from the economic impact of jobs directly
related to energy development) generally was based on the change in base
activity. In other words, secondary employment was allocated to the LMA where
the primary employment would occur, except for financial service and trade
employment, which was partially allocated to one or more LMAs by taking into
account distance from marketing centers and historical trade patterns.

After the effects on employment of projected development levels were
calculated and allocated to the LMAs, employment changes contingent on

levels of energy development were merged with existing Montana employment
trends by sector. The total employment estimations that resulted represented a

simulated employment level for each LMA. Thus each simulated employment level repre-

sents the sum of existing employment trends in each LMA plus the employment
changes that would be associated with levels of energy development.

DEMOGRAPHIC CALCULATION

Multiplying a simulated employment level by the commonly used employment-
population multiplier produces a simulated population level. The employment-
population multipliers chosen here are keyed to LMA population data and range
from 2.1 to 2.4, but all converge gradually to 2.0 by the year 2000. The
convergence is consistent with a 25-percent increase projected over the next
25 years in the labor-force participation rate. The overall effect of a change
in the participation rate would be to dampen employment-related migration,
because employment opportunities would be absorbed internally. Because of
this, the population multiplier assumed to apply in the future by l-IFP is,
in general, lower than that which exists now.
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MUNICIPAL POPULATION

To estimate municipal water ociated with hypothesized levels
of energy development, it was nen- .-..n > id allocate population incrcaoen in

eoch LMA among affected municipalities. Because the l-ITP is not designed
to simulate municipal population changes, additional information was re-

quired to translate LMA eniployment and population changes to the city level.

During this study, therefore, considerable attention was given to infor-

mation on the likely spatial development pattern. The pattern woo then

compared with the distribution of existing settlement.

Specifically, the economic activities associated with projcctL-d levuls

of development were disaggregated into subbasins, and we assumed that workers
hired for jobs directly related to energy development would live in towns

near each development area. A worker directly hired for work in any given
energy development was assumed to head a household of 2.5 persons in the town

closest to the energy development. The secondary population of workers
generated by the primary activity was allocated among the towns of the region
on the basis of past trade patterns in each basin. The total effect foreseen
by the f-ITP for each town therefore includes the workers directly related to

energy development, their families, and service sector population resulting
from the new population in that town and other towns in its market area.

The data in table 38 were derived from this study's assumptions of
energy-development levels and from employment information from freudenthal
et al. (1976). After the direct-worker requirements were further refined
according to subbasins, these reguirements were put into the MFP model.
The MFP model produced the total population for the indicated municipalities
under conditions of low, medium, and high energy development, and the results
are shown in table 39.

INCREASED WATER USE
ASSOCIATED WITH POPULATION GROWTH

Table UO summarizes the projected population increase (from table 39) for

all subbasins of the Yellowstone Basin for 1985 and 2000 and lists the result-
ing increases in water depletion under three levels of energy development.
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Table 38, Permanent, direct energy-related employees in the Yellowstone
Basin. 1985 and 2000

Subbasin





Table 40. Population increases and water depletion increases from municipal

writer nr.n in thp Yellowstone River Rasin in 1985 and 2000

Level lit

DevelopiDont



^UiH^H<Xl(j

The preceding sections present assumptions and mettiudii u;.L'd to eiitiniuto

water requirements in the Yellowstone lUver Basin to meet the demands of
energy development, irrigation, and municipal growth durincj the remaining
years of the century. Three levels of development were considered.

Table k\ summarizes the water demands arising from the activities
assumed for each level of development by the year 2000. Table kl itemi/en the

energy-development activities and associated water demands that appear in

table k\. Appendix A details the demands of energy, irrigation, and municipal
growth month by month that year in each of the subbasins.

The projections shown in table k\ are the first step in estimating the

impact of potential development on the Yellowstone Basin. Part II of this
report contains the second step—calculation of how the streamflow in the

basin would be affected by such development. In turn, these streamflow
calculations helped define the physical, biological, and economic effects of
water consumption in the Yellowstone River Basin contained in the other
reports of this series.
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part 2

by

Satish Nayak
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MODEL VARIETIES

Although many different types of water models have been proposed and
used for water planning purposes over the past decade, these models have been
classified for the purposes of the Yellowstone Impact Study into two categories:
optimizing (or economic) models and watershed models.

Optimizing models assume that the analyst is interested in finding the
optimal solution providing lowest possible cost or maximum possible profit
under a given set of constraints. These constaints may include water re-
quirements, minimum flows, financial restraints, and other special considera-
tions. These models are primarily meant for economic studies determining
the operating policy for a system of reservoirs, new dam sites from a given
set of potential sites for future demands, the allocation of water among
several competitive users based on return or cost, or combinations of these.
The Yellowstone Impact Study did not consider optimizing models for two
reasons. First, the study did not address itself to such economic problems.
Second, these models consider surface waters only and the study needed a model
that could model the entire hydrologic characteristics of a basin.

Watershed models, on the other hand, attempt to model the hydrologic
characteristics of a basin by defining the relationships among the principal
components of the hydrologic system, for example, precipitation, snow, tempera-
ture, snowmelt, runoff, evapotranspiration, percolation, and ground water. The

following five watershed models were examined for use in the study:

1) The Utah State Model;

2) Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (5SARR);

3) HYD-2;

4) SIMLYD-II; and

5) The State Water Planning Model (SWP).

THE UTAH STATE MODEL

The Utah State Model (Utah State University, 1973) emphasizes water
quality. This model is divided into two parts: the hydrologic system and

the salinity system. The hydrologic system includes programs which model
precipitation (including snow), surface inflow and outflow, ground-water in-
flow and outflow, and evapotranspiration determined through soil moisture.
The salinity system consists mainly of the soil-salt system with its inter-
action with diversion, surface flow and ground-water flow. The Utah State
Model requires the following data:

1) inflow and outflow;
2) precipitation, including snowfall;
3) temperature;
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4) reservoir;
5) soil type with water holdincj i-.tpunty

;

6) crop for findincj potential ovaptruntipirution;

7) diversion;
8) salt concentration of qround-water and of reservoir water; .trul

9) soil chemistry for water quality.

This hybrid model uacs an analogue computor to ;in;jly/(! co»nplox rela-

tionships and a digital computer to calculate mana balance and salinity.

Calibration is achieved by adjusting the parametern of the equations itera-

tiv'ly until the smallest value is reached for the objective function which

is (Diff) where Diff equals the measured outflow minur. the predicted out-

flow.

Because of its hybrid computational procedure and main emphasis on water
quality, the Utah State Itodel was not selected for the Yellowstone Impact

Study and so it is difficult to say how involved data qatherinfj might have
been. Based on the experience of the SV/P model and its similarity with
the Utah State Model, it appears that the data preparation would be a long
process. Calibration seems to be difficult since the model must predict
not only outflow but also salt concentration.

The Utah State Model, which will handle two years of data on a monthly
basis for one river basin, appears to be useful in determining how different
water management practices (for example, irrigation policies, cropping
pattern, leaching) will affect water guality downstream.

5TREAMFL0W SYNTHESIS AND RESERVOIR REGULATION (SSARR)

The SSARR, developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, North Pacific,
Portland, Oregon, is a good model for determining the daily operation of a

system of reservoirs and for forecasting floods and flows. The character-
istics of the SSARR model include a surface-water system, a snow system, a

soil moisture system, a ground-water system, and flood routing. These

characteristics are very broad and a detailed description of them can be
found in Program Description and User Manual for SSARR Streamflow Synthesis
and Reservoir Regulation (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1972).

The SSARR requires massive amounts of data taken daily and even hourly.
The time increments can be as small as 0.1 hour in the case of flood routing.
Many of the data that this model requires would be available only if special
studies were conducted to collect them. In a broad sense, the following
types of data are needed:

1) inflow and outflow;

2) precipitation including snow;
3) temperature;
4) reservoir storage including area-capacity curves; and

5) tables for parameters such as soil moisture index against percentage
of runoff, precipitation against evaporation reduction factor, per-
centage of season runoff against percentage of snow-covered area,
and many more. The detailed list can be found in the SSARR manual.
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The SSARR is calibrated by a trial-and-error method that appears to be
a long and difficult process since there are many interacting empirical
parameters needing adjustment as more data become available. Although this
model can predict daily flows, the Yellowstone Impact Study requires analyses
over longer periods, and so the SSARR model was not selected.

HYD-2

Program HYD-2, a generalized hydrologic model of a river system that can
analyze up to fifteen stream-flow control points, is essentially an accounting
model needing no calibration (USDI 1974). At each control point, some or all
of which may be reservoirs, a mass balance is carried out and all losses or
gains are accounted for. Although this program models only the surface water
system, gains and losses due to ground-water activities are a part of the
model. This model requires the following data:

1) inflow and outflow;
2) demand at each control point;
3) reservoir storage with area-capacity curves;
4) pan evaporation coefficients at each reservoir site; and

5) losses or gains at each control point due to ground-water activity
in the area.

Since the main data requirements are the inflow and outflow values and
estimated ground-water activity at each control point, the data preparation
is less complicated than for the Utah State, the SSARR, or the SWP. This
model can simulate the monthly yield of a subbasin for fifty years but cannot
be used for water-quality calculations. HYD-2 was developed by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation (USDI 1974).

SIMYLD-II

SIMYLD-II (Texas V/ater Development Board 1972) is based on the concept
that a physical water resource system can be transformed into a capacitated
network flow problem. Essentially an accounting model, since the mass
balance equation must be satisfied at each control point, SIMYLD-II needs
no calibration and has optimization built into it. This model's data re-
quirements are similar to those of HYD-2 and are as follows:

1) inflow and outflow;

2) reservoir storage with area-capacity curves;
3) demand or diversion at each model point;
4) pan evaporation coefficients at each reservoir site;
5) priorities for meeting the demands; and
6) operating rules for the reservoirs.

SIMYLD-II is used primarily for two purposes: first, to simulate the
least costly operation of a system subject to a specified sequence of demand
and hydrology; and second, to find the yield of a subbasin or reservoir
within a basin. SIMYLD-II does not have the capability for water-quality
calculations. This model, designed to simulate the operation of more than
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one reservoir in a 3ystt«m, assigns to crvoir a priority thai in

converted to a cost in order to find the optimal nolutinn.

THC '•>TATr WATfR PLANNING MOOCL

The State Water Plannin(j ' .Montana Univeroity Joint Montana
Resources Council 1972), a watersfied model which can closely simulate the

hydrology of a river basin, include;; four major subsystonio: a surface water
-.ystem dealing with aspects such as precipitation, runoff, inflow, and reuer-
voirs; a snow system dealing with snowfall, snowmelt, and sublimation losses;
.1 ground-water system sinnulating ground-water activities such as deep percola-
tion, ground-water storage, and ground-water outflow; and a soil-water system
dealing with soil moisture and evapotranspiration losses. This model has been
modified to include water quality calculations in total dissolved snlidn (TD5).

The SWP requires extensive data preparation jntludimi:

(a) inflow and outflow;
(b) precipitation including snowfall;
(c) temperature including frost data;
(d) pan evaporation coefficients at each reservoir site;

(e) soil type with water holding capacity;
(f) crop data for finding consumptive use and potential evapotranspiration;

(g) diversion data; and
(h) regression equations for TDS calculations.

All relationships among the elements of the model are expressed as a

system of linear equations that represent the basin characteristics and are
obtained from knowledge about the area and the relationships described in
hydrologic literature. Calibration criteria are based on a zero trend in
the available ground-water capacity. Calibration is accomplished by running
the program iteratively and changing some of the relationshipr, m » tio -y-t nm

of equations.

This model can be used to determine the yield of a basin under a given
operating policy. Although SWP is not meant to provide information for
controlling or correcting the water quality of the outflow, water quality
calculations can be made on the outflow.

MODEL COMPARISON

Although the Utah State Model and the SSARR programs were not used, pre-
liminary evaluation of these programs showed that they would not meet the
requirements of the study. The Utah State Model was eliminated mainly for
its hybrid computational procedure and its narrow emphasis on water quality,
although other factors indicated that it would be unsatisfactory. This study
required a model that could simulate much longer periods than the twenty-four
months that the Utah State Model could simulate. Also, the Utah State Model's
data preparation and model calibration appeared to be a longer and more
difficult process than that in other models that could provide information
more useful to the study. The SSARR was eliminated because of its narrow
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range simulating the day-to-day operation of a system of reservoirs, and
because it requires massive amounts of data that have not been collected.

The HYD-2, SIMYLD-II, and SWP programs were all run for detailed
evaluation and comparison. The results of the evaluation and comparison
may be found in table 43 and the criteria used to evaluate the models are
listed in table ^k.

When the comparison was made, it was apparent that SIMLYD-II has all

the capabilities that HYD-2 has plus additional capabilities and therefore
HYD-2 was dropped from consideration. The SWP and the SIMLYD-II programs
were both good models for the study, but the SWP was more complete than SIMYLD-
II. Also, the SWP had water quality abilities that SIMYLD-II lacked. And
using the SV/P had another advantage: since the program was developed under
a grant from the Water Resources Division of DNRC to the Water Resources
Research Center at Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana, experts
who worked on that project would be available for any necessary modification
of the SWP program. Therefore, the State Water Plan (SWP) was selected for

the Yellowstone Impact Study and applied to the Yellowstone Basin.
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Table 43 Continued.

Computer time

Learning time

Water quality

'talr V/atcr Plao IIVD- SIlhLI)-II

Presently, each
computer run
costs approxi-
mately $30.00
for 360 months.

SWP is not an
"off-the-shelf"
model. A good
understanding of
the subsystems and
their interrela-
tionships is required.
A knowledge of matrix
inversion is desirable.

Water quality is calcu-
lated but not direct-
ly controlled.

PresenLly, eacli

computer run
costs approxi-
mately $6.00
for 360 months.

HYD-2 is an "off-
the-shelf" model
of the accounting
variety.

No provision for
water quality.

Presently, each
computer run
costs approxi-
mately $12.00
to $14.00 for
360 months.

SIMYLD-II is an
"off-the-shelf"
model of the
accounting variet
The optimization
method requires
an understanding
of network flow
theory.

No provision for
water quality.

Data requirements and preparations are more complex and time consuming for
SWP than for HYD-2 or SIMYLD-II. Monthly data is acceptable to SWP up to 360
months and HYD-2 and SIMYLD-II up to 600 months.
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1. Validity of result-j.

2. Ease of verification.
3. Ease of learning and use.

4. Cost /benefit.
5. Data requirements.
6. Ease of modifying to simulate different situations (flexibility),
7. Smallest time increment which can be used.
8. Accounts for known physical, hydrologic relationships.
9. Assumptions required and their validity.

10. Economics built in (optimizing).
11. Subbasin interaction capability.
12. Calibration effort required.
15. Sophistication of output.
14. Ease of debugging problems.
15. Outputs available in addition to yields and flows.
16. Prediction capability.
17. Existing documentation.
18. Routing capability.
19. Water quality.
20. Physical availability to other users.
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HOW THE SWP MODEL WAS USED

The SWP was modified to include water quality calculations and to make
the program ready to use in each subbasin with a minimum of changes. Because
watershed models must be tailored to each subbasin, the program was divided
into two sections, one that included subroutines independent of the subbasin
under study and another containing subroutines dependent on that subbasin. By
limiting the amount of reprogramming of the model necessary for each subbasin,
considerable time and money was saved. The revised program includes many
new subroutines.

The model consists of sixteen linear equations that describe the inter-
relationship of the four major subsystems: including a surface water system,
a snow system, a ground-water system, and a soil water system. Each equation
represents a secondary datum whose value is obtained during the calibration
phase of the modeling. The primary input of the equations consists of inflow,
outflow, precipitation, reservoir storage, and temperature. The system of
linear equations is solved for each month of the study period, keeping a link
from one month to the next, especially in variables dealing with storage.

Despite the program changes and the inclusion of water quality calcula-
tions, the program's variable names, formats, and basic character remained
essentially the same as the program developed by Boyd and Williams (Montana
University 1972).

The water quality subroutine, added to meet the requirement of the Yellow-
stone Impact Study for water quality calculations, can take twelve monthly
regression equations for total dissolved solids (, FDS) based on flows. The
subroutine calculates the TDS for the incoming flow as well as the outgoing
flow and has provisions for two levels of salt pickup by return flows. A
brief description of procedure used with the SV/P follows.

CALIBRATION

Calibration of all subbasins was based on data (see "Data Preparation,"
below) covering the 360 monthly time increments from 1944 through 1973.

Calibration begins by using a simple program to calculate the initial
coefficients of the model. These initial coefficients are then used in an

annual version of the SWP model that is then run with the data covering the
thirty individual years. The initial coefficients are adjusted and the model
is reiterated two or three times until final values for the annual model's
coefficients are reached.

The annual model (which becomes the monthly model with the reduction in
scale of some factors and the addition of systems simulating such details as
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snow pack and soil moisture) also acts as a basis Tor assigning certain co-
efficients. The monthly model is calibrated by running data covering the

360 months using the annual model's coefficients and udjunting them until

the model is consistent with the data. The calibration of the monthly
model requires more runs and adjustments of the coefficients of the (innual

model since the monthly model uses 360 months of data and considers twice as

many variables. In addition, althouijh the model uses the relationships between
monthly average temperature and variables such as snowmelt, potential evapo-
transpiration, and soil moisture, the responses of these variables are more
dependent upon maximum and minimum temperatures; therefore, determining the

final coefficients for the monthly model requires some subjective judtjment

.

The monthly model used in this study differs slightly from the original
SWP model. The subsystems for ice formation and irrigation diversion devia-
tion were eliminated to reduce the si/e of the model's matrix. The sub-
systems for subsurface outflow, subsurface inflow, and snowfall were treated
outside the system of equations, another step to reduce the matrix size.

SIMUL^i iu\-:.

After the model had been calibrated for a particular nubbaijin, it was
ready for simulations. Scenarios describing low, intermediate, and high
water use (which are explained in Part 1 of this report) were run for each
subbasin. The model can perform simulations of the following situations
and policies:

1) Keeping a reservoir as full as possible, making releases only when
required to augment flows and releasing excess flows only when the

reservoir is full.

2) Keeping a reservoir as full as possible making releases to augment
irrigation flows (when the reservoir inflow is less than the
irrigation flow) plus a minimum required flow such as the Department
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks would request; and

3) A system that has no reservoirs and so has no capacity to augment or
regulate flows except through additional diversion.

DATA PREPARATION

Inflow and outflow data for all subbasins were obtained from computer
files (USDI) and Water Supply Papers provided by the USG5. Precipitation
and temperature data were obtained from the SWP model data bank (l4ontana Univer-
sity^ and the U.S. Climatological Records. Montana Agricultural Statistics
(Montana Department of Agriculture 1946-7^) provided crop data for determining
the potential evapotranspiration on a monthly basis for all subbasins. Root
zone capacity was calculated from the soils maps provided by the Soil Conserva-
tion Service. Bureau of Reclamation data on diversion projects in the Yellow-
stone Basin were used to estimate the diversion requirements for most of the
subbasins on the mainstem. A brief description of the procedure used in

preparing the data follows.
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Priority

The largest use of water in the Yellowstone Basin is for agriculture,
including irrigated farming, dryland farming, and ranching. Municipal and
industrial water uses, though important, are relatively small, at present,
compared to agricultural water use. With recent attention on the coal
development and thermal energy production potential in the southeastern
part of Montana, the water demand for energy has become significant. In

this study, water for energy was treated as an industrial demand. Municipal
and agricultural demands were given priority over energy demand for all
simulation studies.

Exports and Imports

It is assumed that all diversions from the stream are meant for use in

that subbasin; however, there are situations calling for diverted water to

be used in a neighboring subbasin. In such cases, this water is treated as

an export in one subbasin and an import in the receiving subbasin. In most
cases, diversion will be all along the length of the river, but, for the

model, diversions are summed to give the net diversion for the subbasin.
Actual diversion data from projects in the basin were used as the basis
for calculating total diversion in that basin. If the data were not complete,
an average value was used in place of the missing data or period. In basins
where the diversion data were incomplete or nonexistent, like the Powder River
Basin, the diversion data were created by using consumptive use requirement,
area, precipitation, and the irrigation practice used. The total irrigated
acreage for different subbasins was obtained from irrigated cropland harvested
data found in Montana Agricultural Statistics (Montana Department of
Agriculture i9a6-lU)

.

Streamflow . Inflow and outflow data for each subbasin were obtained from
the gaging stations nearest to the subbasin boundary. In some cases the
gaging stations were either deep inside or outside the drainage boundaries.
In such situations, flows were estimated from the proportions of the drainage
area, a regression equation, or both, or from some relevant information that

can be used in predicting flows. Each basin was treated differently de-
pending on availability of information.

Precipitation . To obtain the average precipitation for the area under
consideration, all weather stations with thirty years of records were con-
sidered. If the station had a few missing observations, they were syn-
thesized by using regression analysis or by averaging. In a few cases, where
the stations were not uniformly spaced or did not cover the entire area, the

Thiessen polygon method was used. In these cases, mean precipitation was
calculated by using the following expression:

A. P.
P -V 1 1

1

where: P = mean precipitation for the subbasin in inches
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P = precipitation of the i meaaurinq station in inches

A. = area corresponding to the i mconurinq station in ik i
!••,

If the gaging stations wore all uiurormly !>prcad over iU< ,
i hen:

P
P

Si
tn n

where: P = average precipitation for the suhbaain in inches

P = precipitation of the i measuring station in inches

n = total number of measuring stations

Tempcrnture . Temperature data were treated exactly the same way as pre-
cipitation data. All weather stations with adequate records were used in

calculating the mean value. Missing data or values were created using an
appropriate method. The Thiessen polygon method for finding average tempera-
ture was used whenever appropriate:

AT.
T . V ^ 1

"' " L—.
1

where: T = average temperature for the subbasin in Fahrenheit degrees

T. = temperature at the i measuring station in Fahrenheit degrees

A. = area corresponding to the i measuring station in acres

The following equation was used to obtain the average value of the

temperature in cases where the measuring stations were uniformly spaced over
the basin:

where: T = average temperature for the subbasin in Fahrenheit degrees

th
T. = temperature at the i measuring station in Fahrenheit degrees

n = total number of measuring stations.

Reservoir Storage . Reservoir storage was considered only if storage could
be used as a regulating device for the flows. In subbasins having more than
one reservoir, the reservoirs were lumped to give the net storage capacity
of the basin. Channel storage was not considered because it could not be
used for regulation of flows.

Root Zone Capacity . A wide range of soil types exists within the root
zone of the drainage area. Each of these soil types exhibits a different
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capacity for holding percolating waters. This information was used to deter-
mine the field capacity of the subbasin (i.e. the area weighted average of
soil moisture holding capacity) using the following equation:

FC = 2A.C.II

whPFP: FC = field capacity of the subbasin in million acre-feet

A. = area in million acres per soil type

C. = root zone capacity in feet for A.

Potential Evapotranspiration . Potential evapotranspiration values were
determined on a monthly basis for individual vegetative types. For agricul-
tural crops, the Modified Blaney Criddle method (USDA 1970) was used and for

native vegetation the Thornthwaite method (USDA 1970) was applied. These
quantities were added together to provide the net potential evapotranspiration
for each basin by month. The crop acreage data were obtained from Montana
Agricultural Statistics (Montana Department of Agriculture 1946-74).

THE ANMLIAL AND MONTHLY MODELS

ANNUAL MODEL

Definition of the model began with determining the relationships between
the variables. Since the study used the SWP model, the study model used the
same nomenclature and relationships as the original SWP. Definitions of the
annual model's variables (expressed in million acre-feet) follow:

XI = Surface outflow
X2 = Surface inflow
X3 = Initial storage
X4 = Terminal storage
X5 = Precipitation
X6 = Surface loss or the consumptive use
X7 = Subsurface outflow
X8 = Subsurface inflow
X9 = Initial available capacity

XIO = Terminal available capacity
Xll = Percolation
X12 - Subsurface discharae

The following equations defined the model's relationships:

1) Surface loss: X6 = -XI + X2 + X3 - X4 + X5 - Xll + X12

2) Subsurface outflow: X7 = CI + (K3) (XI)

3) Subsurface inflow: X8 = C2 + (K4) (X2)

4) Terminal available capacity: XIO = X7 - X8 + X9 - Xll + X12
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5) Percolation: Xll = ST (K7)(X2l K'nrvi«V^^ (K10)(X

6) Subsurface Discharge: X12 ^ •

7) Ar.uutTHition;!: Js = (K2l (\7)

(K6)(Yl2) = CCt

J9 = YlU

X9 = X5 + X2 (A /A, )

S D

wliiTi': X2 : average inflow into Mont tn.i''. ixirt i

the Yellowstone Basu

A = area of the subbasin in acres
s

A. = area of Montana's portion of the Yellowstone
Basin in acres

SF = scale factor

Initial Coefficients (C and K Values)

Choosing the model's initial coefficients (K values) is the most diffi-
cult part of this procedure and requires subjective judgment based on a

thorough knowledge of the hydrology of the basin. Once these K values had
been selected, they were read into a simple program using thirty-year average
values of XI, X2, X3, X4, and X5 for the basin. The output of this program
consisted of initial coefficients for the annual version of the model (CI,

C2, C3, C4) and the initial values of X9 and SF. These C values, in turn,

were used to run an annual version of the model using data from each of the
t_hirt^ years. Each time a run was made, the C values were adjusted so that

X9 = XIO which implies that during the thirty-year period, the ground-water
storage is neither built up nor depleted. Once the condition of zero trend
was achieved, the C values had been adjusted until they became the values
of the annual model's coefficients. The coefficients of the monthly model

could then be developed from the coeff^^^f^^' "*" '^'^ r,niu<:,] inr,r)el through a

similar though more complex process.

Table ^5 shows the values of Kl through KIO used for each of the nine

subbasins as well as the final values £f CI, C2, C3, C4, and SF_^ In addition
to these val^ues, the initial value of X9, the average value of XIO and the
sum of all X6 are listed in the same table.

A bar above the variable X's indicates an average value.
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JNTHIY MOOCL

The monthly model was derived from the annual model hy fiddirv) n«nr«*

tructurc. For example, un annual model, huving no tomfXTtiturr* *

inables, treats evaporation loiisfs Trom the rcaervoir «»r from
r from vegetation as a sincjle loan. The monthly model, however, .iUi-i:i(jl:.

i) separate these losses into difTerent components such in evupot riiniipirat ion,

vaporation from reservoirs, and the losses from the otrojim tiurfuce, thus
ucountinq for seasonal temperature variation. The precipitation, for

xample, is assumed to be snowfall or rainfall dependinrj upon the temfieraturo.

The monthly model was composi-' followini ihsyotems:

1)



6) SSl-2 (Stream-Reservoir-Snow) Parameters .

X18 = ice formation
^

X31 = irregular ice formation (X31<:0, T<32 )

7) SS2-1 (Snow-Stream-Reservoir) Parameter .

X31 = irregular snowmelt (X31>0, T<32°)

8) SSl-3 (Stream-Reservoir-Runoff) Parameter .

X28 = irrigation diversion

9) SS3-1 (Runoff-Stream-Reservoir) Parameters .

X19 = ground-water runoff plus irrigation runoff
X31 = precipitation runoff (T>32 )

10) SSl-i^ (Stream-Reservoir-Ground Water) Parameter .

Xll = stream-reservoir percolation

11) 5S2-3 (Snow-Runoff) Parameters .

X17 = snowmelt
X22 = irregular snowmelt (X22<0, T < 32°)

12) 5S3-2 (Runoff-Snow) Parameters .

X13 = snowfall
X22 = irregular ice formation (X22>0, T < 32 )

13) SS3-5 (Runoff-Soil Water) Parameters.

X21 = ground-water infiltration plus irrigation infiltration
X22 = precipitation infiltration (T>32 )

14) SS4-3 (Ground Water-Runoff) Parameter.

X12 = ground-water discharge

15) S53-4 (Soil Water-Ground Water) Parameter .

X26 = soil-water percolation
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Throe .-idditional puramoters wore defined:

X29 = irriqation diversion deviation
X3n - iiii.i.ilion runoff
\ vstem constant

Unity-Coefficient Lquutionij

Ihe five subsystems gave rise tn

1) XI - X2 - X3 X4 X6 Xll XIH - XI'.' _. . [J

2) X13 - X14 f Xlb - \16 - X17 f X18 + Ciy,22)X?? ^ riO.nVvll z n

3) X5 XI? - \n + X17 - X19 - X20 - X21 - "^7?
. ! xH,:

4) X7 - XU • AlU - XU + X12 - X26 =

5) X21 + C(16,22)X22 * X23 - \2U - X25 - X26 =

C(9,22) = 1.0 when T - 32", otherwise C(9,22) = 0;

C(9,31) = 1.0 when T !^ 32°, otherwise C(9,31) = 0;

C(15,31) = -1.0 when T>32°, otherwise C(15,31) = 0;

C(16,22) = 1.0 when T>32°, otherwise C(16,22) =

For parameters other than measured data and those that can be obtained
from the balance equations, empirical relationships were obtained either from
the annual model by scaling them accordinqly or by choosing a relationship as
given in the third volume of Development of a State Water Planciing Model

Montana or-,,!, iji-'
, The empirical relationships follow.

Stream-Reservoir Lvaporation Loss

1) X6 = C(1,2)X2 + C(1,19)X19 + C(1,28)X28 + C(1,31)X31 + C(1,32)X32
C(i,j) equals the coefficient for the jth variable in the ith row. for X6,

all coefficients are temperature dependent, and the exact relationship varied
from one subbasin to the next. The general expression for these coefficients
for this equation is:

_This system of equations uses unity coefficients, .„ i ,j coefficients, and
C (i,j) coefficients. Unity coefficients normally belong to a balance equa-
tion and remain the same for all subbasins. C(i,j) coefficients are _
temperature-dependent coefficients that vary from one subbasin to another. C

(i,j) coefficients are independent of the temperature and usually are obtained
from the annual model either b^ scaling down the coefficients or carrying
them as they are. C(i,j) and C (i,j) coefficients may be found in appendix B.
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C(i,j) : aT + bT^

where: T = actual temperature

a and b = constants selected so that the curve of the function
duplicates the curve made when evaporation loss is

plotted aqainst temperature

The losses due to evaporation are proportionately larger at hiqher temperatures
than at lower temperatures. This nonlinearity with temperature is built into
these coefficients. Note that, except for X32, all flows are streamflows,
and the losses are called stream losses. The coefficient C(1,32J accounts
for the losses from the reservoirs. The coefficient C(l,32) is calculated
in subroutine SURFAC as follows by multiplying the pan evaporation coefficient
by reservoir surface area.

Stream-Reservoir Percolation

2) Xll = f(2,3)X3 + C(2,4)X4 + C(2,19)X19 + CC2,22)X22 + C(2,28)X28 + C(2,31

These coefficients do not d^epend on temp£ratures , and are usually ob-
tained from the annual model. C{2,2) equals C(2,4) which equals l/12th of the
corresponding annual coefficient. C(2,2) has the same value as the correspond-
ing annual coefficient (C value).

Ground-Water Discharge

3) X12 = C(3,'^)X9 + C(3,10)X10 +(C3,32)X32

The values for C(3,9), C(3,10) and C(3,32) are obtained by dividing the
corresponding annual coefficients (C values) by 12.

Sublimation

a) X14 = C(4,13)X15 + C(4,16)X16

Sublimation losses were considered to be 2 to 5 percent of the snow
cover. A sublimation loss is actually a function of dew point, wind, and
temperature, but except for temperature no other data are readily available.
Since the losses are not high, an average value was used for all winter months
irrespective of the temperature. The average value changed from one subbasin
to next.

Snowmelt

5) X17 = C(5,13)X13 + C(10,15)X13

C(3,13) =-^
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wt-iere:

vbKo;«l

K6 and K7 are t' L lite tulti ut t.iuiixiiiflL. ili«-

component in the abiv . for the temjjor.ilurp offw't <

snowmelt, whereas the tifcooij oiie tt»ff.j»«)iTa the impuct of r:iinfoll on unuwinell

rate. In the event th-tt A it r^rcntcr thin 1.0, A \r not equal to 1, thuo

ensunnq that snowm^ '.'

Ground-Water Runoff plus Irritant ion Runoff

6) X19 = C(6,12)X1. . 7)X27 + ; .

F^unoff Evaporation Loss

M7)X17 C(7,28)X28

. ;,X27 C(8,2B)X28

Terminal Surface V/ater Stora(je

9) X2^ = X21 + C(9,22)X22 + X2 X26 v/hci

X2ii - rr,. whpn X2^<:Fr..

wh( : . = minimum soil moisture capacity

EvaDor.Ttion Losr.

10) X25 = x:.'! * i: lij,.;Z/\22 •

X25 = PET, when

where: PET = pntiMiMii ovniiotranspirntion

Percolation

11) X26 = C(11,21)X21 ^ C(11,22)X22 + C(11.23)X2' 2 X)2

C(ll,32) = RE (X24-rC) when X24>FC, otherwise C(ll,32) =
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where: RE is a fraction between and 1.

The term (X24 - FC) is the excess water that soil cannot absorb and hence
it must either be runoff or should percolate into ground water or both.
RE(X24 - FC) is the amount of excess water that goes into ground water.

Precipitation Runoff or Balance

12) X31 = XI - X2 - X3 + X4 + X6 + Xll + X18 - X19 + X28

These twelve equations coupled with balance equations 2 through 5 (the
first balance equation and the precipitation runoff equation are equivalent)
constituted the monthly model. There were five fewer equations in this model
than the model developed at the Water Resources Research Center under Boyd
and Williams (1972), mainly due to the different treatment of equations for
X7, X8, and X13 and the elimination of equations for X18 and X30. Since X7,

X8, and X13 depend on known quantities XI, X2, and X5, respectively, there was
no need to consider them as a part of the system of equations for the solution
procedure. Equations for X18 and X30 were considered to be unnecessary for
the study. Exclusion of these equations reduces the matrix size from 21 x 21

to 16 X 16 and thereby reduces cost in computer time by 30 to 40 percent.
Calculations for X7 and X8 are carried out in the mainline program, whereas X13

(the snowfall system) is obtained from the subroutine COMPUT.

CALIBRATION OF THE MONTHLY MODEL AND CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES

Though the monthly model was derived from the annual model, it still
needed calibration. The calibration procedure was similar to the one used
in the annual model, except that the number of controllable variables was
larger than for the annual model. Some of the important controllable vari-
ables follow.

Rainfall Moving Average

Outflow from a basin, besides being a function of many variables, was
dependent on the precipitation in that basin. Furthermore, all the outflow
in a given month was not necessarily due to all the precipitation in that
month. It is more than likely that the precipitation in a month influences
the outflow for up to a month or two later. For the calibration of the
Yellowstone River Basin, the precipitation effect was carried over to the next
month. For months when all precipitation was determined to be snowfall, the
precipitation averaging was ignored.

E = a(g) + (l-a)t

where: E = effective rainfall

a = fraction of precipitation in a month resulting in outflow
in that month
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q = current month's precipitation

t = previouQ month'u |)ri*cii)itation

Snowfall and Snowmclt

Ihe snow subaystem serves as a r in tf>e modol to delay the

runoff due to snowfall from the winti i wtien the anow fallii to the

summer months when it all melts.

X13 = (1 - •m)(X^)

where: X13 = snowfall

T = temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

b = temperature in degrees Fahrenheit below which all precipi-
tation is snowfall

X5 = precipitation

Ihe value of b was chosen with the topography of the area and the climate
conditions in mind. For example, in the Bighorn Subbasin, the value of b was
20°F.

The snowmelt rate was another important factor in the calibration phase
of the monthly model. Spring runoffs from the basin were mainly due to the

snowmelt, and runoff and snowmelt were matched to reflect the cause and effect
relationship. From the system of eguations, one can see that the snowmelt was
a prime component of the soil moisture system, which in turn was a major
contributor to the ground water recharge. Thus, a snowmelt rate eventually
affected the ground water, potential evapotranspiration, and runoff.

Soil Water Percolation Rate

•*'>c cr i^ X3 -I- X23)
^^^

'- ^^ 7d~rxrTT23)

where: X26 = soil water percolation

SF = scaling factor

X5 = precipitation

X23 = initial soil water storage

d = dampening factor

(X3 - X23)

The term (d + X5 + X23) takes into account the effect of precipitation
and the soil moisture condition on the pecolation rate. The dampening factor

d is in most cases egual to 1.0, and by changing the value of SF the ground
water recharge could be changed.
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Initi.il values Tor the abovo controllable variables were selected using
experience and knowledcje of the basin. The initial run was then made. The

output from this run became the basis for making changes in some of the
controllable variables, and the model was rerun. This iterative process was
cont inued until

:

1) The initial ground water storage egualed the terminal ground water
storage for the study period;

2) The average ground water storage equaled the average ground water
storage from the annual model; and

3) The total system loss in the monthly model equaled the total system
loss in the annual model.

The first two conditions were easier to satisfy than the third condition.
For the third condition, a variation up to 5 percent was considered to be
acceptable, whereas the first two conditions were met well within the second
decimal place of accuracy. The monthly model was said to be calibrated if all
of the three conditions were satisfied simultaneously.

The system of equations for the calibration of a subbasin are gathered
below:

1) X6 = C(1,2)X2 + C(1,19)X19 + C(1,28)X28 + C(1,31)X31 + C(1,32)X32

2) XIO = X7 - X8 + X9 - Xll + X12 - X26

3) Xll = C(3,2)X2 = C(3,3)X3 + C(3,4)Xa + C(3,19)X19 + C(3,28)X28 +

C(3,31)X31

4) X12 = C(4,9)X9 + C(4,10)X10 + C(4,32)X32

5) X14 = C(5,13)X15 + C(5,16))<16

6) X16 = X13 - X14 + X15 - X17 + X18 + C(6,22)X22 + C(6,31)X31

7) X17 = C(7,13)X13 + C(7,15)X15

8) X19 = C(8,12)X12 + C(8,27)X27 + C(8,28)X28

9) X20 = C(9,5)X5 + C(9,12)X12 + C(9,17)X17 + C(9,28)X28 •

10) X21 = C(in,12)X12 + C(10,27)X27 + C(10,28)X28

11) X22 = X5 + X12 - X13 + X17 - X19 - X20 - X21 + X27 + X28 + C(11,31)X31

12) X24 = X21 = C(12,22)X22 + X23 - X25 - X26, when FT,. <X24<FC
Min

X24 = FC... , when X24 < FC,,.
Min Min

X24 = FC, when X24>FC
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13) X25 = X21 C(15,22)X22 X2'>

X25 s PET, »«fien X24<:FC„,

14) X26 = C(14,21)X21 C(14,2?>^

C(14,32) = RE(X24-l . otherwise C( 16, 3.

15) X29 = X2B fOiir^mv frttjation^

16) X31 = XI 11 . <18 - X19 + X27 X28

CALIBRATION PROGRAH AND NEW SUBROUTINES

Although the calibration program used in the Yellowstone Imprjct Study
was essentially the same as the one prepared by the l-tontana Water Resources
Research Center (Boyd and Williams 1972), the program was modi Tied to make
the logic less dependent on the basin parameters. In the original version
of the model, basin parameters were fed into the main program and the proqratn

was run. If the model was used for some other basin with different parameter;
the corresponding changes would have had to be incorporated and the whole
program would have had to be run again. Three subroutines— INI T I A, EXPORT,
and SURF AC— were added and one subroutine—COHPUT—was modified in order to
make the logic less dependent on the basin parameters. The result was an
essentially data and basin independent calibration program that could be
easily used on all nine subbasins.

Figure 6 shows the hierarchy of the subroutines and their relationship
to each other. These subroutines were called from left to right.



2) Field capacity (PC) and minimum field capacity (FC... );Min

3) Coefficients for movinij averaye rainfall (Q);

4) Beginnini) year and ending year (M,N); ;ind

3) Number of months (NP).

Since these values could be read outside the main program, the rest of the
revised program was subbasin independent. With this idea in mind, the sub-
routine INITIA was created. The values that were read into INITIA are:

1) SAVE— initial precipitation for averaging;

2) FC, FC... — field capacity, minimum field capacity;

3) Q—precipitation averaging factor;

4) it,\—beginning and ending year;

5) R1,P1—coefficients for calculating X7 (ground-water outflow);

6) R2,P2—coefficients for calculating X8 (ground-water inflow);

7) RE—groundwater recharge factor (ground-water recharge due to
saturation of field capacity);

8) MP—number of months for study period; and

9) MP—number of months for calibration.

In most cases, the number of months for study period should be the same
as for calibration, however, if calibration is for a shorter period MP
would be different from NP.

Note that the subroutine INITIA has coefficients for calculating X7

(ground-water outflow) and X8 (ground-water inflow). The following relation-
ships were used to calculate X7 and X8:

X7 = (P1)(X1) + Rl

X8 = (P2)(X2) + R2

where: XI = outflow from the basin

X2 = inflow to the basin

Since XI and X2 were primary values (i.e., they were read in as an input
to the system) X7 and X8 could also be read in as primary values because of the
above relationships.

In the original program, X7 and X8 were a part of the system of equations.
This increased the matrix size. As mentioned above, X7 and X8 did not need to
belong to this system of equations, since their values were known as soon as
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XI and X2 wore known. This Teature waa oxploitod
With the addition of INITIA in the program, X7 nml
after XI and X2 am read.

(M'UKI

Thio jubroijl KUicd to ii.mdii- > i dui I iu- •.(ii>I) r. in. iiu?

export variable . ut times, havo on thf month NM. In case
that export was /itm, D for ;ill ". •' M.idi'rctl.)

SURFAC

In the original calibration program, evaporation loss fro'

was calculated as a certain percentage of the storage. Itore accmitc < .

tion losses may be calculated by multiplying the pun ovaporution coeffj'

by surface aro.i.

V/hen the daily pan evaporation rod I ic-i«'nl wa;; rjvai 1 alilc, lniT«" was no

need for any correction, such as for wind or humidity. I-Kiltiplyincj the pan
evaporation coefficient by the surface area. gives a faarly accurate estimate
of evaporation losses. Since the unit of time for the study was one month,
the average pan evaporation coefficient value for the montt. ;' '

'

without any correction factor.

This subroutine could take 36 storage levels in some uniform steps. Iho

actu"' -'— — interpolated linearly between two adjarr- •
< . >

.

COMPUT

In the original program, snowfall had been treated as a part of the system
of equations. Since snowfall is a function of precipitation and temperature,
both of which are known, snowfall could be calculated outside the system of
equations. The COMPUT subroutine was modified to calculate snowfall. Other
than this change, this subroutine was essentially the same as the original
subroutine.

SIMQUAL— THC SIMULATION PROGRAM

Although SIMQUAL, as the modified simulation program was named, retained
the basic character of the original SWP model, SIf-IQUAL contained some new
features which included water quality calculations, changes in the output
format, and different criteria for the operation of reservoirs. The SH-IQUAL

program had many new subroutines compared to the original SWP program (l-tontana

University 1972). Figure 7 show- ^-^ - .oi-,^,~t^> ,^r siHQUAL's subroutines.
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IN'ITIA

Thia subroutine defin*»H thp

iji.ii.i.in .nu) ;.i I'oarios.

MODI SI

MOOISI was a uhort form o( tnunlhl) diiitr ibulion, rankituj t on
a monthly basis and finding ninetieth ptfrcentilo and modinn v;. , riowa

that are exceeded in 90 percent of tho;;e mot»t • ilha,

for a particular month). It also calculated t .iit.

for ranking the data, subroutines SORT and COMI'AI! uuiv LalUi], jubj uut jm-

PLOT was called to plot the ninetieth percentile and fiftieth percentile
values. Arguments of the subroutine were NMO, AA, and YY. AA rorrespondti

to monthly data, NMO is number of months, YY, if zero im()]ies water (|uiility

year, otherwise water yp.ir.

QUALTY

This subroutine was called by the OUTPUT subroutine to calcul '

dissolved solids (TDS) based on outflow.

Arguments of the subroutine QUALTY were u, la , 1m

TDSF, TDSQ, TDSL, TDSLl, TDSFl, TD5L2, and TDSFZ wher-

Q = outflow or release;

RF = return flow;

OIV = diversion requirement (irrigation plus energy and instream flows);

FN = ener

OF = outflow RF plus instream pli's spill; and

IT : counter on month.

These arguments, required for TDS calculations, were transferred back to the

OUTPUT routine for further calculations and output.

TDS calculations are shown schematically in figure 8.
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IK iiv;i

Hull'low frniii the iiioilol 1

!.iiin. 1 1 in uii;, I \H\

gun ijRt: T

|iji\. I i-.l

I UCIJNS ijr\

nUD + tJRtT, LUD + [\H

(salts contained m (niirUn,'

QCUNS + [JEN. M .

(saltr. lii:.t f'rnm the system

j

where; Q : net outflow = QUD + QIR + QEN

QUD = undiverted water in million acre-feet

QIR = diverted irrigation water in million acre-feet = QRET + QCO\'

QRET = return flow in million acre-feet

QCONS = consumptive use of diverted irrigation water in million
acre-feet

QEN energy plus consumptive industrial water

LUD, LIR, LEN = total dissolved solids in tons in QUD, QIR, and
QFN, rpspectively

.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of IDS calculations,

Figure 8 shows that the total salt lost from the system was due to

industrial or energy water. Salts in the irrigation diversion were assumed
to come back to the mainstem through return flow. Thus the outflow was
QUD + QRET with total load of LUD + LIR.

TD5 was calculated using a monthly regression equation:

TDS = f(Q,c)

where: Q = flow in million acre-feet;

c = a constant; and

f = a function giving the relationship between TDS and (Q,c)
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LUO = TDSKUUD

LIR = IDSKQIR)

LEN = TOSKQEN)

Outflow TOSl - t-UD *• LIR
" QUO + QRFT

In addition to finding tho oulyointj quality, the following quantities wore
also calculated in this subroutine:

1) Total load diverted in tons for irrigation, TOST:

2) IDS in parts por million, Tl)S(II);

3) Outgoing load in tons, TDSI ( II )

;

4) Outgoing IDS, TDSF(ll);

5) Total load in the stream TDSQ(II);

6) Total outgoing load with half ton/acre salt pick up, TDSLl(II);

7) Total outgoing load with one ton/acre salt pick up, TD5L2(II); and

8) TDSFKII), TDSF2(II) outgoing water quality with h.df-lon and one-ton
salt pick up per acre, respectively.

Water quality calculations were based on yearly intervals extending from
April through March, whereas other calculations were based on the water year
which extends from October through September. Consequently, the first six
months and the last six months of the thirty-year study period were ignored
in water quality calculations.

The total load in tons that was diverted for irrigation is from April
through October. This diverted load returned to the stream during the same
year—April through March—with the distribution shown in table 46.

Tablp 46. Pprrr>ntar)p bv month of IDS returninq to streamflow.

Apr.



The subroutine QUALTY was called after every simulated twelve months. This

was mainly due to different amounts of salt load in the stream from one year

to the next.

PRINT

This subroutine was primarily meant for printing headings on the monthly
values of outflow, inflow, and water quality in TD5. Arguments of the sub-
routine were AA, NMO, and YY. AA corresponded to monthly data, NMO to the

number of months, and YY, if zero, implied water quality year (April through
March), otherwise water year.

MEAN

This subroutine mainly calculated the simple average or time v^eighted

average and volume weighted average of TDS. These averages were calculated by

the month and also by the year. Arguments of the subroutine were NMO, AA, BB,

and YY. AA contained TDS data and BB, the flow data. NMO and YY have the same
meaning as defined above.

SORT and COMPAR

These subroutines were called by the MODIST subroutine for ranking the

data in ascending order.

PLOT

Subroutine PLOT plotted the fiftieth and ninetieth percentile values
(i.e. those values exceed 50 and 90 percent of the time) of outflow, inflow,

and water quality. Arguments of the subroutine were NMO, AA, BB, SF, and
YY. AA corresponded to fiftieth percentile data and BB represented ninetieth
percentile data. SF was the scale factor and equaled 80 percent of the

largest value of fiftieth percentile data; YY, if zero, implied water quality
year, (April through March), otherwise water year.
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HtHu(<XtcOH^

TYPL b ur I ji'iui .\ i i

When all subbasins had been calibrated, ttu-y wi-n- n-idy tor Mmui .it lofi

runs. An ideal model— for simulation is the one that allows a wide rnnqe
if operating criteria to be used in each simulation. Unfortunately, most
'odels can carry out simulations only over a given set of rules and a limited
fiumber of operating criteria. The SWP model is no exception.

In this study, the SWP was used to study throe types of simui.it uitri.

1 ypp 1

In type 1 simulations, the operating rules were to release water from
the reservoir to meet the minimum flow requirement, to keep storage as high
IS possible, but to give releases to maintain minimum flows a higher priority
than storage. Under such conditions, the annual yield was the maximum
amount of water that could be withdrawn from the reservoir for each year of
the study period while maintaining a minimum storage level.

Jypg 2

In type 2 simulations there was no storage in the basin and consequently
what could not be used was lost from the system. The maximum amount of water
that could be used was dictated by the minimum flows in the study period.

lypf

Type 3 simulations differed from type 1 in the operating policy. Ihe

operating policies were to release water from the reservoir to give the irri-
gation demand highest priority and always satisfy that demand (d), and to

store water in the dam if the inflow to the dam exceeded the demand plus the
reservations for minimum flows. If the inflow was less than the demand d,

then the flow was augmented by the release from the dam to meet the demand d.

If the inflow was less than ^ + i, where ^ is the minimum required flow, but

more than d, then nothing could be stored and inflow was passed through the

dam. If inflow exceeded ^ + d , the excess inflow over ' ' "- ' '
' ' torcd,

if storage space were available.

The simulation program as written by Boyd and Williams (1972) was useful

for type 1 simulations. The main logic of the program had to be modified to

include type 3 simulations. Besides changing the logic, the simulation program

was modified to include water quality calculations based on total dissolved

solids (TD5).
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SCENARIOS

Each subbasin had up to three scenarios for simulating hiqh, inter-
mediate, and low water use. In each scenario the demands for irrigation,
energy, and municipal use were lumped together. The model in this form did
not discriminate among the demands explicitly based on their use; however,
it discriminated among them indirectly whenever necessary. For example,
if the total demand for irrigation, energy, and municipal water could not
be satisfied for the period of study, then the program assumed that the irri-
gation and municipal demands had a higher priority than the energy demand.
Satisfying the irrigation and municipal demands implied that although all of
the irrigation and municipal demands could be satisfied, there would not be
enough water to meet all of the energy demand. The same model could be run
satisfying part of the energy demand. Finding the demand that could be
satisfied was essentially the same as finding the yield of the subbasin. Since
the quality of water leaving the subbasin was a function of irrigation diver-
sion return flows, it was important to identify the satisfied demands.

For subbasins that had no reservoir, the portion of the logic for storing
water was eliminated and other portions of the program were changed.

In type 3 simulations, the data were arranged in a different way. For
example, suppose that the total demand for irrigation plus energy, municipal,
and instream requirements is d and the minimum flow demand is i$. As per the
operating rule, water can be stored if the inflow exceeds u + d. The dam can
release water to meet d, but can release no water to augment the flows for the
minimum flow requirement. The demand d is read in as RA(I) in the program and
d +

1$ is read in as FG(I). The decision to store or to release water is de-
termined by the inflow. If the inflow exceeds FG(I), water can be stored.
The amount to be stored will depend on the storage level. In case the inflow
is between RA(I) and FG(I) there would be no need to augment the flows since
demand RP(I) would be satisfied. Water would not be stored because the inflow
is less than FG(I). For inflows less than RA(I), flows would be augmented
to meet demand RA(I). The main consequence of the above mentioned operating
rule was the reduction in the yield of the subbasin, because the reservoirs
were not allowed to store as much as they could.

In simulation, the system of equations used was exactly the same as used
in calibration with the exception of the role played by the following equation:

X31 = XI - X2 - X3 + X4 + X6 + Xll + X18 - X19 + X27 + X28

The above equation was used for solving for X31 in the calibration phase, but in
the simulation this was used for solving for XI or X4.

XI = X2 + X3 - X4 - X6 - Xll - X18 + X19 - X27 - X28 + X31

X4 = XI + X2 + X3 - X6 - Xll - X18 + X19 - X27 - X28 + X31

An implicit assumption in this logic is that the demand d has higher
priority than the minimum flow demand, but this can be changed if necessary.
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Thus, by interchonqinq the role of x

could be used in simulation.
equation

IVhon the above equation was used Tor :>olvinq for XI, the set of equations
was said to be in mode 1. t^hcn solvinq for X4 , it was said to bo in mode 4.

The equations for the simulation follow:

1) XI = X2 X3 - X4 - X6 - Xll - X18 + X19

2) X6 = C(2,2)X2 C(2,19)X19 * C(2,28)X28 C(2,il)X;i C(2,;2)X32

3) XIO = X7 - X8 X9 - \n * X12 - X26

4) Xll = C(4,2)X2 + C(4,3)X3 + C(4,4)X4 + C(4,19)X19 U(4,28)X28

C(4,31)X31

5) X12 = C(5,9)X9 + C(5,10)X10 + C. >. -. \.^

6) X14 = C(6,15)X15 + C(6,16)X16

7) X16 = X13 - \lh + X15 - X17 + Xlfl -f C 7.??'\2:' < ,.

8) X17 = C(8,13)X13 + C(8,15)X15

9) X19 = C(9,12)X12 + C(9,27)X27 + C(9, 28^X28

10) X20 = C(10,5)X5 + C(10,12)X12 > C(10,17)X17 .
'' i".-., y;,M

11) X21 = C(11,12)X12 + C(11,27)X27 + C(ll,2B)X2t

12) X22 r X5 + X12 - X13 + X17 - X19 - X20 - X21 - kc. -. kc<s . . 12,31)X31

^'r, when FC... - X?^
Min13) X24 = X21 + C(13,22)X22 + X23 - ^

^'

X24 = FC... when X24 FC...
Min Min

X24 = FC when X24 - FC

14) X25 = X21 * C(14,22)X22 + X23 - X24 - kcu wh,-i. ki^

X25 = PET

15) X26 = C(15,21)X21 + C(15,22)X22 + C(15,23)X23 + L^J:?,32)X32

where: C(15,32) = RE(X24 - FC) when X24 = FG, otherwise

Ca5,32) =

16) X29 = X28 (Dunmy equation).

FC

f t ,, (ilherwiseMm
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Reordering of equations and coefficients was necessary becamse of the
inverse subroutine used in the program. The logic was changed from mode
1 to mode 4 and vice versa, depending upon the storage condition. If the
storage was full, the system was solved for outflow XI, and hence mode 1,

otherwise, in mode 4.

AREA SIMULATIONS

THE UPPER YELLOWSTONE, CLARKS FORK
YELLOWSTONE, AND KINSEY AREA SUBBASINS

These three subbasins were not simulated. Rather the projected water
requirements for these subbasins for each of the three levels of development
were merely subtracted from their historical outflow, so that the simulations
for downstream subbasins would reflect all upstream water use in addition to
their own.

THE BILLINGS AREA SUBBASIN

Inflow to the Billings Area Subbasin for a particular level of develop-
ment was the sum of the outflows from the Upper Yellowstone and Clarks Fork
Yellowstone subbasins for the same level of development. By using a similar
procedure for each subbasin, the cumulative effect of development could be
simulated for the lower subbasins in the Yellowstone basin.

The water requirements for the low, intermediate, and high levels of
development in the Billings Area Subbasin are shown in table 47. These re-
quirements reflect only the water that would be needed to meet irrigation
and municipal demands. None of the levels of development called for water to
meet energy demands or minimum-flow requirements. For all three levels of
development, flows would be neither augmented nor stored because the sub-
basin has no dam to regulate flows.

The results of the simulations of the three levels of development are
shown in tables 48 and 49. The simulation indicated that the Billings Area
Subbasin would have enough water to meet the demands of a high level of
development, although the demands would reduce the flows in June, July,
August, and September below their historical levels. The demands of the low
and intermediate levels of development would not significantly reduce historical
flows. Generally, none of the simulations indicated appreciable degradation
of water quality although it is likely that the few low-flow months under
the high level of development would result in a drastic degradation in
water quality.

THE BIGHORN SUBBASIN

Because of the presence of the Yellowtail Dam, the Bighorn Subbasin would
meet its demands under high and intermediate levels of development. The low
level of development was not considered for this subbasin because the water
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requirements would bo insignificant compared to the hiotoricai
river. Table ^0 shows the flow requiromontn for the intermeduilr uni)

levels of devolnpmrnt . Theoo flow roquiromonta include enorcjy, irriq."'

and municipal il' it no minimum-flow requiromonto. In both levolti ol

development, it mcd that the Yollowtuil Dam would bo avnilablo to
au()ment or store dlreuinflowo throu()hout tho simulation period. A depletion
allowance consistent with the Yellowstone River Compact was made in the Uiq-
horn Subbasin's inflows.

T.'jblc ^7. Bill in.. ubbasin water requirements (in a<



Trihlr 'jR. (Hit flow of the Rillinqs nrea Gubbasin (in acrc-fcet)



I;i!)lt« '.(1. Hujh'Mii ;iit>l'.rnn writ it rf»mn n«m(»rU ri (in iirri*- I «M«t



THC MID-YELLOWSTONE SUBBASIN

The water requirements for the low, intermediate, and high levels of
development in the Mid-Yellowstone Subbasin are given in table 52. These re-
quirements include demands for energy, irrigation, and municipal use but no
minimum flow requirement. The Mid-Yellowstone Subbasin was assumed to have no
ability to augment or store flows.

Table 52. Mid-Yellowstone subbasin water requirements (in acre-feet)



acre-feet per month could be met. For the hlqli Icvnl of development , the
"Projected Demund" column also ahowo minimum-flow r«Mjuirement jud()ed by the

(•iontantj Tjah and (iiime l)»»|)nrtment to be n "baro-boner." rctjuiremont : 900 acro-

feet per month for Juno throutjh lebruory, 2700 Bcre-(r»i«t (ler month for March,

April, and May. for the rcmninincj two levels of di'V(*lo|Mn<!nt , the minimum-flow
requirement is ahown only in the second column. Tor the intermediate develop-
ment level that minimum-flow roquirt»ment is 60 percent o( the intitrenm flow

auaumed by the Water Work Group of the Northern Great Plan. l'ro(jram

(NGPRP J974); for the low level of development, all of thi d
instream flow was included. A reservoir with a capacity ot •./ii.uun n re-feet

was assumed for the hiqh and intermediate levels of development, and a reservoir

with a capacity of 112,000 acre-feet w : icd for the low level of develop-

ment.

Table 53. Outflow of the Mid-Yellowstone subbasin (in acre-feet)



Table S^, Average outflow (in acre-feet) and TDS (in mg/1 ) of the Mid-Yellowstone
^nhh;):; in



Table 56. Outflow of the Tonque Rivor subbanin (in acre-foet)



Table 57 gives the values oF average outflows and levels of IDS for each
level of development in the Tongue Subbasin. Under the low level of develop-
ment, water quality calculations showed only slight degradation. Under the
intermediate level of development, TDS calculations indicate a slight de-
terioration in water quality. Because most of the outflow during August would
consist of irrigation return flows, that month would have the worst water
quality. At the high level of development, TDS levels indicate poor water
quality in most months, a result of what would be reduced outflow having a

large proportion of irrigation return flows. Instream flows would be crucial
in maintaining water quality. By increasing the instream requirement, water
quality degradation could be reduced, especially in low-flow months.

Under the low level of development, the irrigation, municipal, and energy
demand as well as all of the NGPRP-requested minimum flow could be completely
satisfied, even assuming the smaller reservoir. The fiftieth- and ninetieth-
percentile values (table 56) indicate that August would be the only critical
month at this level of development.

For the intermediate level of development, the total water demand was
about 91,000 acre-feet. As explained above, the 320,000-acre-foot reservoir
would yield 130,000 acre-feet annually, leaving 40,000 acre-feet per year
available for other uses. Up to 60 percent of the minimum flow suggested by

the MGPRP could be satisfied with this water. This minimum flow v/ould not

be augmented by releases of stored water from the dam. If the natural inflow
to the reservoir is less than or equal to the minimum-flow requirement, then
no water could be stored. If the natural inflow is more than the minimum-flow
requirement, then the excess could be stored or used to meet the "projected
demand" of table 55. In either case, stored water could be released to meet
projected consumptive demand. The fiftieth- and ninetieth-percentile flow
values show that, except in July and August, there would be water in the

stream in addition to the return flows.

THE POWDER SUBBASIN

Table 58 gives the water requirements used in simulations of the Powder
Subbasin. The high level of development called for 230,000 acre-feet for

irrigation water alone; the assumed active storage in the subbasin was only
275,000 acre-feet. After five trial simulations, it became apparent that not
all of the water demand of the intermediate and high levels of development
could be satisfied. Instead, those two projected levels of development were
replaced by the "55 percent" level, which consisted of 55 percent of the high-
level irrigation demand, the full high-level municipal demand and no water for

energy or for minimum-flow requirements. Nor were minimum-flow requirements
considered for the low level of development.
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Tuhlo 38. Powder lubhaiun water roquircni



I;,)-,!,-. SO. Hiitrinw (in nrro-rpot '^ and TDS I'in rni|/l ") nT Mm Powcinr fujhhar.in



Table 60. Iuwit Yellowstorw r.ubbnsin water rcijuin I o-Teet

)



Table 61. Outflow of tho lower Yellowstone subbasin (in acre-feet)
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PROjrCTCD WATER REQUIRlHi \i. i\ I.k mimiv,.iu\i

RIVER BASIN IN THE YEAR 2000

TABLES PAGE

A-I Monthly and annual water requirements in the upper Yellowotone
subbasin, year 2000. under three levels oE development .... H"

A-2 htonthly and annual water requirementn in the Tlarks SotV

Yellowstone subbasin 119

A-3 Monthly and annual water r(n)iiirempnt:j in the Qillinqs area
subbasin 120

A-4 l-Vanthly and annual wator requirompnt :; in \uv imjhorn liubbnsin

to year 2000 under three levels of development 1?1

A-5 Monthly and annual water requirements in the Mid-Yellowstone sub-

basin to year 2000 under three levels of development 122

A-6 Monthly and annual water requirements in the Tongue
subbasin to year 2000 under three levels of development .... 123

A-7 f-lonthly and annual water requirements in the Kinsey area subbasin
to year 2000 under three levels of development 1?^

A-8 Monthly and annual water requirements in the Powder subbaoiri

to year 2000 under three levels of development 125

A-9 Monthly and annual water requirements in the lower Yellowstone
subbasin to year 2000 under three levels of development .... 126
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TABLE A-1. Monthly and annuiil water requirements in Upper Yellowstone subbasin
year 2000 under three levels of development (af).

iniai;An()\

Divert Deplete Divert Deplrti 1 I llri lrl(

LOW-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT

Jan
Feb

Mar
Apr
May
Jun

Jul
Aug

Sep
Oct

Nov
Dec

ANNUAL

380



TAfiLE A-2. l-tonthly and annual water requirement a in Clarke ForW Yellowstone
!iut)hii;; in , viNir 2nnn uruliT thri'c levfl:t of dc'volopmoftt f.if).

INPRCY irrigation" MUNICIPAL TOTAL

Divert IX^plcto Divert Ooploto Divert Deplcto Divi-rt D<»pl«»tf»

IIIUf)-L[ VLL DlVLLOPMLNl'^

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul

Aug
Sep

Oct
Nov

Dec
ANNUAL 6,480 4,320 6,480 4,320

Mllf : The assumptions for both the low and intermediate levels of dovelopmiMit

were that there would be a negligible increase in energy development, population,
and number of acres irrigated. Therefore, the amount of water depletion would
also be negligible and is not shown.

The diversion rate for irrigation is 3 acre-feet/acre; the depletion rate is

2 acre-feet/acre.

Assumptions: negligible increase in energy development, population; irrigate
2,150 new acres'".

Q
Assumptions: irrigation to be developed with loans at 10 percent amortized

over 10 years.
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TABLE A-^. Monthly and annual water requirements in Billings Area subbasin,
yonr 21X11) under llireo levnlu of develofjniont (rifi

1 Nf RCY IRRIGATION' HUNiriPAl

Divert IX-pIete Divert Deplete Divert Deplete Divert Deplete

LUW-LtVEL DEVELOPMENT

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr

May
Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep
Oct

Nov
Dec

ANNUAL



TABLE A-4. Monthly and annual water roquiromofita In Bighorn aubbaaln, yaar
2000 uMd«T thrrp Ifvplti (if clrveloiimrfil 'dfl.



TABLE A-*^. Monthly and annual water requirements in Mid-Yellowstone suhbnsin,
M^ar 20110 under throe levels of development (aT).



Monthly and anrual w»»»r r*^t»ri'wn't» In Iwvjw auMiaaln, yoar 7000



TABLE A-7. Monthly and annual water requirements in Kinsey Area subbasin, year

2000 under three levels of dovolopment (af)

Annual

CNERGY IRRIGATION' MUNI r I PAL I DIAL

Hivrrt Opplrtp Divert Deplete Oivi^rt Drploto Divert Depletf

LOW-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT

4,740 3,160 4 . 74 1 3 , u,n

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

Jun
Jul

Aug

Sep
Oct
Nov

Dec
ANNUAL

INTLRMEDIATL-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT
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CO-EFFICIENTS AND CONSTANTS FOR SUBBASIN MODEL RUNS

TABLES PACE

Table B-1 Temperature-indenpendent coefficient I^^

Table B-2 Temperature-dependent coefficients: temperature
less than 32°r 113

Table B-3 Temperature-dependent coefficient!,: tompcr.it urr
greater than 32 f

H'*

Table B-A Temperature-dependent coefficients: constants H^

Table B-5 Initial values: independent of scenario 116

Table B-6 Initial values: dependent on the scenario 116
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TABLES PACE

TABLE C-1 Yellowstone River ot Billings: regression equations. J18

TABLE C-2 Tongue River near Miles City: regression equations. 11^

TABLE C-3 Powder River at Locate: regression equationa. 120

TABLE C-4 Big Horn River: regression equation. 1?1

TABLE C-3 Yellowstone near Miles City: regression equation. 1?1

TABLE I lowstone River near Sidney: regression equations. 122
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TABLE C-1. Yellowstone River at Billings: regression equations

Month



TABLE C-2. Tongue River near Miles City: regression equolions

l-tonth



TARLC C-3. Powder River at Locate: regression equations

Month



lAlUf l-«. till) Horn Kivrr: r tvjrf*;;ninn rqtjnt inn

Monthly Vnluuu for l^DSj-w are

Jan z '.'.1 let) z SM'' Marrli ~- (AV>

A()r = 602 Miiy = 610 Ium, •i90

July : 527 Au(] : iiUl Sept = U7b

Oct : 60^ \i)v - '.67 n.T z 'j71

NOTr: IDS -. '.7.1 i .93596 TDS^^

where IDS = Average Monthly Total Dissolved Solids, mq/1

TDScj. = TDS near St. Xavier

TABLE C-5. Yellowstone near Miles City: regression equation

Log TDS = 5.7522 - .5^5 log Q

where TDS = Average Monthly Total Dissolved Solids in mg/1

J - Monthly Discharge in acre feet
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TABLE C-6. Yellowstone River near Sidney: regression equation?

Month
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